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Chapter 1
Introduction
The human brain is a remarkable organ: Although it only amounts to about 2 % of
the body weight of an adult, it consumes around 20 % of the incorporated oxygen
and 25 % of the glucose. As the brain tissue is not able to store those vitally
important substances, a sufficient supply, and thus the cerebral blood flow, has to
be maintained permanently. Even a short interruption of the cerebral perfusion can
lead to brain damage.
Several regulatory mechanisms in the human brain help ensuring an adequate pro-
vision of oxygen and glucose over a wide blood pressure range. However, a severe
traumatic brain injury can partially or even completely suspend them, causing an
altered reaction of the brain to therapeutic procedures.
In intensive care units during the so-called neuromonitoring different brain status
parameters of patients with a dangerous concussion are measured, which may allow
to draw conclusions about the functionality of the regulatory mechanisms and the
general state of the patient. The neuromonitoring time series include recordings of,
amongst others, the partial oxygen pressure in brain tissue (TPO), the intracranial
pressure (ICP) and the arterial blood pressure (ABP). The physiology of a severe
brain trauma and the neuromonitoring data and sensors will be described in detail
in chapter 2.
By means of the recorded data an insufficient supply of the brain is supposed to be
recognized as early as possible before irreversible brain damage emerges. Further-
more, the data may allow for a judgment on the individual reaction of a patient to
therapeutic treatments and effects can be avoided, which would hinder the recovery.
Yet, the increasing intensity of neuromonitoring leads to a load of data. Their inter-
pretation challenges the attending physician, due to the complexity of the cerebral
physiology and the partly nonlinear coupling of the individual parameters [1].
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Thus, present-day intensive care attempts to extract medically relevant information
from the data by means of suitable time series analysis techniques and consequently
to facilitate the interpretation of cerebral dynamics. Real data recordings are always
afflicted with noise which is to be removed. In addition it is adjuvant to decompose
the brain status data into their underlying modes, with which it is possible to make
statements about the brain.
The main difficulty of the analysis constitutes the fact that biomedical data mainly
consist of nonlinear and nonstationary time series. The application of common
analysis methods to these data may be problematic due to their nonstationarity.
Hence, in this thesis Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) is used, which will be
described in detail in chapter 3. EMD, which was recently developed by Norden
E. Huang, is a new and adaptive data analysis method, that is able to decompose
nonlinear and nonstationary data into so-called Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMFs),
since the algorithm is based on the local properties of the time series. Empirical
Mode Decomposition has been successfully applied to data in the medical field [2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Therefore, EMD will be applied to the neuromonitoring data sets in
this thesis.
One of the problems concerning time series analysis arises as the information con-
tained in the brain status data is generally found on very diverse time scales. In order
to be able to investigate upon the heartbeat or breathing mode, the parameters have
to be recorded with a high sampling rate. Additionally, processes lasting minutes,
like the so-called Mayer waves, or low-frequency, often non-stationary, nonlinear
oscillations lasting for several hours or even days, have to be observed to gain infor-
mation about the patient’s status. This yields the problem of extensive amounts of
data one is forced to deal with.
Conventional analysis tools are not able to deal with those massive quantities of time
series and cannot analyze the entire data in acceptable time for practical applica-
tions. Moreover, it is essential for the medical care of the patients to conduct data
acquisition and processing simultaneously, since the results are needed instantly.
Real-time analysis is necessary for the patients in intensive care units as they usu-
ally reside in a critical condition. That way diagnoses can quickly be provided
and therapeutic interventions seized during the recording when modifications of the
monitored parameters occur.
On this account a new method the so-called Sliding Empirical Mode Decomposition
(SEMD) will be introduced in chapter 4 together with an improved version, namely
weighted Sliding Empirical Mode Decomposition (wSEMD), in which the suppression
of so-called boundary artifacts is enhanced. The presented new approaches offer
3the possibility to use Empirical Mode Decomposition – in contrast to the original
technique – for time series of arbitrary duration in an online modality and, thereby,
allows for real-time analysis.
In chapter 5 the new methods SEMD and wSEMD are applied to toy data examples
to evaluate their functionality, properties and performance. The adherence of the
algorithms to the basic principles of the original method is tested and additionally,
an examination of their computational demand is performed.
Chapters 6 and 7 finally provide the applications of wSEMD to brain status data ac-
quired during neuromonitoring in the Department of Neurosurgery of the University
Hospital Regensburg.
On the one hand the property of wSEMD to serve as a low-pass filter is used to
extract slowly varying oscillations from the brain status data in chapter 6, in order
to diagnose brain swelling as early as possible via correlations between the different
time series of the neuromonitoring data sets. With the aid of a mathematical model
[8, 9] it can be shown that correlations will occur, if certain cerebral regulatory
systems start to fail. This may disturb the cerebral perfusion severely and, hence,
has to be detected promptly. Up to now this can only be done reliably by repetitive
CT-scans, a very stressful procedure for the instable patient. A recent method based
on Fast Fourier Transform [10] detects such interdependencies but has a crucial
drawback as it needs more than 2.8 hours of observation time for the detection. The
use of wSEMD drastically reduces the amount of monitoring time, demanded to
detect the correlations.
After a preprocessing with Singular Spectrum Analysis to remove noise, in chapter
7 wSEMD is, on the other hand, utilized to decompose neuromonitoring time series
to extract oscillations like the heartbeat and breathing mode. These oscillations are
of interest for numerous further investigations since they are featured in the arterial
blood pressure and the intracranial pressure time series of the neuromonitoring data
set and promise to uncover the underlying processes and modalities in the brain.
Therefore, a closer look will be taken on the heartbeat mode and its development
over time.
The work in this thesis was conducted in close collaboration with the Department
of Neurosurgery of the University Hospital Regensburg.
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Chapter 2
Biomedical Background
In this chapter a short overview of the physiological fundamentals of the human brain
in case of a severe head trauma will be given. Different cerebral regulatory mecha-
nisms, to maintain its vital functions, will be described in this context. Thereby, the
selection and significance of those parameters will be presented, that are recorded
during neuromonitoring. In addition, the basic physical principles of the measure-
ment of the cerebral partial oxygen pressure (TPO), the intracranial pressure (ICP)
and the arterial blood pressure (ABP) will be explained in the following. Further-
more, some characteristics of the recorded data will be analyzed.
2.1 Physiological Fundamentals of Severe Brain
Trauma
Since the human brain consumes a large amount of glucose and oxygen and is not
able to store those substances, an adequate blood supply has to be maintained
constantly. Interruptions of the cerebral perfusion can result in severe damage of
the brain tissue. Diverse cerebral regulatory mechanisms help to support a sufficient
supply of the vital substances over a wide blood pressure range. Yet, it is possible
that those mechanisms can partially or completely be suspended by a traumatic
brain injury.
An example for such a regulatory system is the so-called cerebral autoregulation.
The blood flow is not to fall underneath a certain, individual boundary, which is also
dependent on the momentary demand of glucose and oxygen of the human brain.
Therefore, it is regulated autonomously via constriction and dilation of the arteries
and arterioles to keep an appropriate blood flow over a wide blood pressure range.
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Because the arteries and arterioles have a muscular layer unlike any other type of
blood vessel, they can change their diameter actively to control the blood flow. In
case of a raising blood pressure the vascular resistance is enlarged by constricting
the vessels and vice versa. However, the change in diameter, and as a result the
autoregulation, is limited. If the maximal variation is obtained, it will not be possible
to actively alter the blood flow further. A failure of this regulatory mechanism can
have a vast impact on the treatment of a patient and therefore has to be detected
as soon as possible.
The cerebrospinal fluid flow represents another cerebral regulatory system that helps
to stabilize the intracranial pressure. The cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) itself is produced
in the ventricles at the center of the brain, whereby the amount depends on the
pressure gradient between the ABP and ICP. At the upper part of the brain, where a
vein called sinus sagittalis superior is located, the main part of the CSF is reabsorbed.
In figure 2.1 the whole CSF circulation is pictured. The reabsorption is also a
passive process and functions through a pressure gradient between the CSF and the
venous blood. An increase of the ICP can be diminished by this reduction of CSF
volume. Therefore, in case of an increasing intracranial pressure the CSF production
is reduced and the CSF absorption is enhanced. This regulatory mechanism helps
stabilizing the intracranial pressure. However, if the CSF is completely depleted, for
example in case of a brain swelling, further adjustment will no longer be possible.
The driving force of both circulations – blood and CSF flow – is the heart, respec-
tively, the heartbeat.
To better understand the human brain and its behavior in case of a traumatic
brain injury a mathematical model has been developed by the Computational Intel-
ligence and Machine Learning Group of the University of Regensburg in cooperation
with the Department of Neurosurgery at the University Hospital Regensburg. With
the help of this model [8, 9] it could be shown that correlations between the low-
frequency oscillations of the arterial blood pressure (ABP), the intracranial pressure
(ICP) and the cerebral partial oxygen pressure (TPO) (for details see section 2.2)
will appear, if the cerebral regulatory mechanisms are failing. Particularly a negative
correlation between the ABP and ICP and the TPO and ICP indicates a diminished
cerebral compliance caused by a severe brain swelling (see [8] for details). From a
model point of view, the occurrence of these interdependencies can only be repro-
duced, if the CSF compartment is completely depleted, due to a swelling, and the
autoregulation mechanism is restricted.
Such a lesion may alter the cerebral perfusion and has to be detected as early
as possible which, up to now, can only be done dependably by repetitive CT-scans.
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Figure 2.1 Cerebrospinal fluid is produced in the ventricles located at the center of the
brain. Most of the produced CSF flows upwards and is absorbed mainly in the sagittal
sinus, a big venous blood vessel at the top of the brain. The rest flows downwards the
spinal cord (adapted from [11]).
However, this constitutes a very stressful procedure for the, mostly instable, patients.
Faltermeier et al. [10] presented a method based on Fast Fourier Transform to
reliably find such correlations within the data. The drawback of this approach is,
however, that it needs more than 2.8 hours of monitoring time for the detection.
In this thesis an alternative approach to detect interdependencies within the data
with a higher temporal resolution will be presented (see chapter 6).
2.2 Neuromonitoring
In neurosurgical intensive care it meanwhile is state of the art to monitor patients
with severe brain trauma thoroughly via measurement of different brain status para-
meters, which is called multimodal neuromonitoring. Such neuromonitoring primar-
ily focuses on: first, the oxygen supply of the brain tissue, through the cerebral
partial oxygen pressure. Second, the intracranial pressure and the arterial blood
pressure, which are recorded continuously and with a high sampling rate character-
izing the cerebral hemodynamics.
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The time series may include high-frequency, stationary, nonlinear parts, e.g. the
heartbeat and the breathing mode and low-frequency, often nonstationary, nonlinear
oscillations. The slowly oscillating modes or the trend of the data mostly reflect the
homeostasis of a person. The homeostasis signifies the ability of the body to adapt to
external factors or circumstances by regulation of its physiology to sustain a stable
state. In the following the measured variables relevant for this thesis are described.
2.2.1 Partial Oxygen Pressure in Brain Tissue
The partial oxygen pressure in brain tissue (TiPO2 or TPO) which corresponds
to the oxygen supply of the brain is measured with a Licox sensor placed about
2.7 cm deep into the brain tissue. It detects the amount of available oxygen for the
nerve cells, which they receive by diffusion from the capillary blood. That makes
the partial oxygen pressure directly proportional to the available oxygen for the
cells. The functionality of the sensor is based on a polarographic Clark-type probe
placed into the frontal part of the brain. The oxygen diffuses – depending on its
partial pressure – through a diffusion membrane (a polyethylene tube) into the inner
chamber. Inside of the sensor a silver anode and a gold cathode are located and
connected via a KCl electrolyte solution with a voltage of 0.8 V applied. The oxygen
is reduced at the cathode and therefore an electric current flows – proportional to the
oxygen concentration in the electrolytic chamber – based on the following chemical
reaction:
• O2 + 2 H2O + 4 e− → 4 OH−
• 4 Ag + 4 Cl− − 4 e− → 4 AgCl
For every O2 molecule a current of four electrons occurs. In figure 2.2 the basic
configuration of a Licox sensor is depicted.
The recorded values depend on the temperature due to the type of the sensor. More
oxygen is able to enter the probe, as the permeability of the membrane increases
with temperature. In order to be able to compensate this effect the temperature
is measured simultaneously by the Licox probe. A temperature compensation is
applied to the monitored values to avoid a systematic error.
The surface of the diffusion membrane of a Licox sensor typically amounts to 14 mm2,
therefore the contribution of thousands of capillaries are measured assuming a cap-
illary density of around 300-1000 capillaries/mm3. Though monitoring an average
partial oxygen pressure, one can only speak of the monitoring of a local TiPO2, con-
sidering the size of the human brain. Normal values for the partial oxygen pressure
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Figure 2.2 The Licox sensor consists of: (1) polyethylene diffusion membrane, (2) gold
cathode, (3) silver anode, (4) electrolytic chamber with KCl and (5) brain tissue (figure
adapted from Gesellschaft fu¨r Medizinische Sondentechnik).
of the brain lie between 25 mmHg and 40 mmHg. A critical situation for the patient
emerges for values below 10 mmHg [12].
2.2.2 Intracranial Pressure
To continuously measure the intracranial pressure (ICP), a sensor is inserted into
the brain tissue in a depth of around 1 - 2 cm. The measurement is done using the
piezoresistive effect. Therefore, after calibration with the external air pressure, the
piezo element with a membrane attached to it is exposed to the brain tissue. The
resulting pressure and therefore potential difference indicates the ICP value. ICP
values typically range between 5 mmHg and 20 mmHg, however values over 40 mmHg
are presumed to be dangerous [12].
2.2.3 Arterial Blood Pressure
The arterial blood pressure (ABP) accounts for the blood pressure monitored in a
central artery. Equivalent to the ICP it is measured via a piezo element after the
calibration with the external air pressure. In intensive care units of hospitals the
arterial blood pressure is usually recorded with a very high sampling rate. The high
resolution ABP curve can adopt values between 60 mmHg and 200 mmHg [12].
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Chapter 3
Empirical Mode Decomposition
Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) was pioneered by Norden E. Huang et al.
[13] in 1998 as an adaptive time series analysis method. EMD is designated for
the analysis of nonlinear and nonstationary data. The method was developed from
the assumption that any time series consists of different simple intrinsic modes of
oscillation, called Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMFs). The essence of the method is
to empirically identify these intrinsic oscillatory modes by their characteristic time
scales in the data, and then decompose the data accordingly. The empirical nature
of EMD offers the advantage over other signal decomposition techniques of not being
constrained by conditions, which often only apply approximately.
Since EMD was originally developed to provide suitable functions for the Hilbert
transform, the latter will additionally be introduced in the following. The Hilbert
transform of the IMFs, called Hilbert-Huang transform, offers exact time-frequency
spectra and their related instantaneous amplitudes and energies. This could offer
new insights since most classical time series analysis methods are not prepared to
deal with nonstationary signals.
After presenting the working principle of Empirical Mode Decomposition and, addi-
tionally, the Hilbert-Huang transform, the mathematical properties of EMD will be
discussed in the following. In addition, implementation details and variants of the al-
gorithm as well as properties of the method are discussed. Presented are, moreover,
a few shortcomings, above all, errors corrupting the decomposition at the borders of
the time series stemming from boundary artifacts. Furthermore, an overview over
recent extensions of Empirical Mode Decomposition, e.g. Ensemble Empirical Mode
Decomposition [14] and on-line EMD [15], will be given in this chapter.
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3.1 The Principle of EMD
The EMD algorithm considers signal oscillations at a very local level and separates
the data into locally non-overlapping, zero-mean, stationary time scale components
by the so-called sifting process. It is designated for the analysis of nonlinear and non-
stationary time series. The method assumes that any data is composed of different
simple oscillations called Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMFs). EMD is a heuristic
technique based on the properties of the data on a local scale and represents a fully
data-driven, unsupervised signal decomposition without the need of an a priori
defined basis system, in which the signal is expressed. Via the constrain to have
a zero-mean, so-called riding waves, i.e. oscillations with no zero crossing between
the extrema can be eliminated, rendering the wave profiles more symmetric. EMD
breaks down a signal x(tn) into its component Intrinsic Mode Functions, obeying
two properties:
1. An IMF has only one extremum between two subsequent zero crossings, i.e. the
number of local extrema and zero crossings differs at most by one.
2. The local average of the upper and lower envelopes of an IMF has to be zero.
Note that the second condition may imply that an IMF is stationary, as long as the
local mean estimation with envelopes does not deviate from the true local mean.
Dealing with stationary data simplifies their analysis. But an IMF may have am-
plitude modulation and also changing frequency as is shown in figure 3.1. However,
riding waves are excluded.
Figure 3.1 Illustration of an Intrinsic Mode Function with amplitude and frequency mod-
ulation but no riding waves.
The sifting process locally filters pure oscillations, starting with the highest fre-
quency oscillation in an iterative procedure [13]. Hence, the sifting algorithm de-
composes a data set x(tn) into l = 1, . . . , L individual IMFs denoted by xl(tn) and
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a residuum r(tn), which is the monotonic or non-oscillating trend of the data, such
that the signal can be represented as
x(tn) =
∑
l
cl(tn) + r(tn) (3.1)
The index n indicates that tn consists of n discrete samples, which applies generally
in this thesis.
The sifting process can be summarized in the following algorithm:
• Step 0: Initialize l := 1 and r0(tn) = x(tn)
• Step 1: Extract the l-th IMF as follows:
a) Set h0(tn) := rl−1(tn) and k := 1
b) Identify all local maxima and minima of hk−1(tn)
c) Construct, by cubic splines interpolation, for hk−1(tn) the envelope
Uk−1(tn) defined by the maxima and the envelope Lk−1(tn) defined by
the minima
d) Determine the mean mk−1(tn) = 12
(
Uk−1(tn)+Lk−1(tn)
)
of both envelopes
of hk−1(tn). This running mean is called the low-frequency local trend.
e) Form the k-th component hk(tn) := hk−1(tn)−mk−1(tn)
1) If hk(tn) is not in accord with all IMF criteria, increase k → k + 1
and repeat the sifting process starting at step (b)
2) If hk(tn) satisfies the IMF criteria then set cl(tn) := hk(tn) and
rl(tn) := rl−1(tn)− cl(tn)
• Step 2: If rl(tn) represents a residuum, stop the sifting process; if not, increase
l→ l + 1 and start at step 1 again.
The sifting process is illustrated for convenience in figure 3.2. Note that the number
of IMFs extracted from a time series is roughly equal to L ≈ log2N with N denoting
the number of samples of the time series [14].
3.2 Hilbert-Huang Transform
After having extracted all IMFs cl(tn), they can be analyzed further by processing
them in any other suitable way or applying the Hilbert transform [16, 17]. The
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Figure 3.2 Flow diagram of the EMD algorithm
Hilbert transform of the time series cl(tn) is defined as [13]:
H{cl(tn)} = 1
pi
P
{∫ ∞
−∞
cl(τ)
(tn − τ)dτ
}
(3.2)
where P indicates the Cauchy principal value. This way an analytical signal zl(tn)
can be defined as
zl(tn) = cl(tn) + iH{cl(tn)} = al(tn) exp
(
iθl(tn)
)
(3.3)
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with amplitude al(tn) and instantaneous phase θl(tn) given by
al(tn) =
√
c2l (tn) +H{cl(tn)}2 (3.4)
θl(tn) = arctan
(
H{cl(tn)}
cl(tn)
)
(3.5)
The instantaneous frequency ωl(tn) of the signal can be obtained by the derivative
of the instantaneous phase
ωl(tn) =
dφl(tn)
dtn
(3.6)
The combination of EMD decomposition of a signal into its IMFs plus residuum
and a subsequent Hilbert spectral analysis to extract instantaneous frequencies and
phases is called Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT) [18, 19].
Hilbert-Huang Transform vs. Fourier Transform
After the Hilbert-Huang transform each IMF can now be expressed as
cl(tn) = Re
[
al(tn) exp
(
i
∫
ωl(tn)dtn
)]
(3.7)
The signal can then be written as
x(tn) = Re
{
L∑
l=1
al(tn) exp
(
i
∫
ωl(tn)dtn
)}
+ r(tn) (3.8)
An IMF expansion, thus, provides a generalized Fourier expansion.
Compared with a Fourier representation with constant al and fixed ωl
x(tn) =
∞∑
l=1
al exp (iωltn) (3.9)
the time-dependent amplitude and instantaneous frequency clearly constitute an
advantage. A Fourier transform, however, decomposes any time series into simple
harmonic components with globally constant amplitudes and frequencies.
3.3 Mathematical Properties
Empirical Mode Decomposition is completely determined by its algorithm as no
mathematical basis of the method exists yet. The mathematical properties of EMD,
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namely completeness, orthogonality and uniqueness, can therefore only be reviewed
numerically. In this context a short overview of the terms linearity and stationarity
are given.
3.3.1 Completeness
Completeness of the decomposition process is automatically achieved by the algo-
rithm as
x(tn) =
L∑
l=1
cl(tn) + r(tn) (3.10)
represents an identity. Completeness can also easily be proven numerically by re-
construction. If the sum of all extracted IMFs is subtracted from the original signal,
for a complete decomposition, the reconstruction error will normally yield
 = x(tn)−
L∑
l=1
cl(tn) + r(tn) ≤ 10−14 (3.11)
as is stated in [13].
3.3.2 Orthogonality
The EMD algorithm produces locally orthogonal IMFs [13]. However, orthogonality
cannot be guaranteed theoretically but is often met in practice. Global orthogonality
is not warranted as neighboring IMFs might have identical frequencies at different
points in time (typically in less than 1% of the cases [13]).
Orthogonality can be tested numerically [13]. To test this a posteriori, simply rewrite
the data decomposition according to
x(tn) =
L∑
l=1
cl(tn) + r(tn) =
L+1∑
j=1
Xj(tn) (3.12)
Next, consider the square of the signal
x2(tn) =
L+1∑
j=1
X2j (tn) + 2
L+1∑
j=1
L+1∑
k=1
Xj(tn)Xk(tn) (3.13)
If the basis is orthogonal, all terms in the second part of the right hand side with
different indices should vanish. Thus, the overall index of orthogonality IO is defined
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as:
IO =
N∑
tn=1
(
L+1∑
j=1
L+1∑
k=1
Xj(tn)Xk(tn)/x
2(tn)
)
(3.14)
3.3.3 Uniqueness
The resulting Intrinsic Mode Functions of a decomposition are deterministic as long
as all the modalities and implementation variants of the EMD algorithm are kept
constant, respectively, are not changed. Altering parts of the algorithm like the
stopping criterion or the boundary condition (described in section 3.4.2) generally
produces quantitatively but not qualitatively different results.
3.3.4 Linearity and Stationarity
In the context of the mathematical properties of Empirical Mode Decomposition
also a short overview of the terms linearity and stationarity is provided, since they
will be used very often in this thesis.
Linear Systems
A linear system follows a linear superposition principle, i.e. the following relation
f(t) + g(t) describes a linear system despite f(t) and g(t) being nonlinear functions
of the variable t [20].
Most natural systems, like biomedical time series, are nonlinear and can only approx-
imately be represented by a linear system. However, EMD can deal with nonlinear
data.
Stationarity
A time series of a random variable X(t)
X(t) = [X(t0), X(t1), . . . , X(tN−1)] (3.15)
is called strongly stationary if the joint probability
P (X(t)) = P (X(tN − tN−1, . . . , t1 − t0)) (3.16)
does not depend on time t itself but only on time differences τ = tn+1 − tn ∀ n =
0, . . . , N − 1 [20]. Correspondingly, a time series is called weakly or wide-sense
stationary if every data point has a finite variance. That means E(|X(t)2|) < ∞,
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the mean is constant everywhere, so E(X(t)) = m and the covariance only depends
on τ , i.e.
cov(X(t1), X(t2)) = cov(X(t1), X(t1 + τ)) = cov(X(0), X(τ)) (3.17)
Weak stationarity, thus, only requires the first (mean) and second (variance) moment
of the data distribution P (X(t)) to be constant at all times.
Real physical data sets, like neuromonitoring data, usually do not fulfill such condi-
tions because of noise and/or transient signal components. One of the great advan-
tages of EMD is, that nonstationary signals can be decomposed without difficulty
by the algorithm. Furthermore, the resulting Intrinsic Mode Functions can be con-
sidered stationary, as long as the local mean estimated by the envelopes does not
deviate from the true local mean.
3.4 Implementation and Properties of EMD
For Empirical Mode Decomposition to work properly some requirements have to be
fulfilled by the data. Obtaining good results in terms of amplitude and frequency res-
olution requires certain conditions to be met. As a heuristic decomposition method
the EMD algorithm leaves room for variable implementation variants. They ask
for some care in using them properly and will briefly be discussed in this section.
Additionally, the configuration of the user-defined components of the algorithm im-
plemented in the Empirical Mode Decomposition and employed in this thesis will
be presented, whereby the algorithm itself is based on [21]. Furthermore, the arti-
fact range of the IMFs stemming from the boundary effects will be analyzed in the
following. It will demonstrate how much of a time series is defected because of the
boundary artifacts arising at the ends of the data and some shortcomings of EMD
will be explained.
3.4.1 Requirements of the Data
Among the demands concerning the decomposability with EMD are the sampling
rate of the time series, the frequency content and the amplitudes of the signal com-
ponents. Those requisites for a satisfactory signal decomposition will be discussed
shortly.
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Sampling
The calculation of the local mean is based on the correct detection of the extrema
as knots for the spline interpolation. The sampling rate must follow the Nyquist
theorem and the digitalized signal should have the same number of extrema as its
continuous counterpart. Additionally, for good results, the Hilbert transform needs
at least 5 samples per (shortest) period [13]. Over-sampling improves the results
considerably, as it is more likely that the exact location of the extrema is met by
the discrete signal. In [22, 23] a quantitative analysis of the influence of different
sampling rates on the decomposition results is applied.
Frequency
Concerning frequency resolution, EMD behaves like a dyadic filter bank [24, 25, 26].
Filters overlap and the number of extrema will be reduced by one half from one
IMF to the next, if EMD is applied to white noise. Rilling et al. [15, 27] showed
empirically applying EMD to a toy signal
f(tn) = ai cos(2pi · ωi · tn) + aj cos(2pi · ωj · tn) (3.18)
that for every signal frequency ωi exists a frequency band
B(ωi) = [αρωi, ωi]
0 < αρ < 1 and ρ = ai/aj
which is dependent on the amplitude quotient ρ of the signals, with ai and aj being
the signal amplitudes, such that every frequency ωj ∈ B(ωi) is indistinguishable
from ωi, hence, cannot be resolved. If two frequencies are filtered by the same filter,
they will be represented by the same IMF.
In figure 3.3 an example for mode mixing caused by two signals, which feature too
similar frequencies, is shown. The time series consists of two sinusoid components:
• x1(tn) = sin(8 · tn)
• x2(tn) = cos(0.4 · t2n)
with tn = 0, . . . , 19.9995, a step of ∆tn = 0.0005 between the samples and a total
of N = 40 000 data points. The second original mode x2(tn) changes its frequency
depending on time. Thus, in the middle part of the time series the local frequen-
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cies of both components are alike and mode mixing appears, since they cannot be
distinguished by the EMD algorithm.
Figure 3.3 The first plot depicts the original signal composed of the two sinusoidal compo-
nents below. The two graphs on the bottom illustrate IMF 1 and 2 after the decomposition
with EMD, exhibiting mode mixing caused by the occurrence of very similar frequencies
in both components.
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Amplitude
Concerning amplitude resolution, oscillations with very small amplitude, compared
to the other modes contained in the signal, cannot be extracted by Empirical Mode
Decomposition, as it is not possible to detect the extrema of such small amplitude
oscillations, especially in case of additional noise. As a result, the related time series
will not be decomposed correctly (for an example see [28]).
3.4.2 Variable Methods of the EMD Implementation
Being a heuristic, several parts of the Empirical Mode Decomposition algorithm can
be implemented diversely. The decomposition depends on the choice of implemen-
tation variants of the algorithm, hence uniqueness of the decomposition cannot be
guaranteed. Among the critical options are the envelope construction, the boundary
conditions and the stopping criterion. In the following section several techniques,
which can be applied, will be introduced. Some of these matters are shortly discussed
in [15, 29] and will be summarized in the following. Being a heuristic method the
decomposition quality of EMD for the implementation of the different approaches
can only be tested empirically using toy data experiments. It is not possible to show
improvements mathematically but only numerically.
In this context the implemented version of the algorithm used throughout this thesis
will be presented.
Envelope Construction
A major point concerns the way how the envelopes are estimated. To create the
envelopes first the maxima and minima of the date are localized. Then the maxima
are connected by a function producing the upper envelope U(tn). This is equiva-
lently done for the minima generating the lower envelope L(tn). The mean of both
envelopes
m(tn) =
1
2
(
U(tn) + L(tn)
)
(3.19)
is supposed to reflect the pointwise local mean of the signal as precise as possible.
Spline interpolation is the most often used technique to create the envelopes. Splines
represent functions which are piecewise composed of polynomials of order k. At their
knots, splines obey certain conditions like continuity or being k-1-times continuously
differentiable. The envelopes are needed – as an auxiliary construction – to estimate
the local mean at every sample point. It is thus essential to precisely determine the
local extrema of the function x(tn). To locate extrema precisely, over-sampling is
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generally advisable. Most often cubic splines are used to interpolate maxima respec-
tively minima [13, 15], as well as in this thesis. Cubic splines represent the functions
U(tn) and L(tn) by a cubic polynomial between any two knots tk, tk+1.They gener-
ally provide good results, but are computationally costly. However, cubic splines are
a good trade-off for practical applications, in contrast to the more precisely tunable
higher order splines, which demand an even higher computational load.
Alternative interpolation schemes have been proposed using taut [13] or rational [30]
splines, which allow, depending on an extra parameter, a smooth transition between
a linear and a cubic spline. These attempts provided only marginal improvement and
often induce too many IMFs or increase the required number of sifting iterations.
Also linear or polynomial splines were tried [15], but they also tend to increase the
essential sifting steps and to “over-decompose“ the signals. Furthermore, quadratic
cost functions were proposed which had to be optimized to determine the envelopes,
but these approaches are numerically very costly and show only moderate improve-
ment [31]. Chen et al. show that B-splines deliver similar results as cubic splines,
however a larger number of IMFs is produced [32].
As a further alternative, not the extrema of the time series but the maxima and
minima of the high-pass filtered data are used as knots for the spline interpolations.
For interpolation Hermite polynomials have been suggested [33, 34]. Recently, there
have been attempts also to estimate local means directly and give up of the idea of
using envelopes [35, 36]. First results are encouraging but the technique needs to be
developed further.
Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions create artifacts which need to be avoided. Spline inter-
polation induces mismatch at the boundaries of the intervals, hence leads to large
fluctuations at the beginning and the end of the data set (extrema are hardly met
at borders). If the first and last data point are considered knots of the upper and
lower envelope, un-physical results will be created. Such defects propagate to signal
components extracted later (see [29] for an example).
Several procedures like padding the ends with typical waves [13], mirroring the
extrema closest to the end [15], using the average of the two closest extrema for
the maximum or minimum spline [37] or the SZero method [38] have been proposed.
Periodic boundary conditions also seem useful as long as there are no abrupt changes
in the time series or strong time-dependent changes of frequency and amplitude.
An alternative is the omitting of the first samples of the decomposition regarding
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them defective. As long as the data set is extensive enough, this approach seems
reasonable. However, none of those methods seem optimal.
The EMD algorithm applied in this thesis treats the boundaries of the time series
as follows: As a start the first sample of the data is specified as first maximum
(and minimum) m1 = t1. Then the slope between the second (m2 | xm2) and third
(m3 | xm3) maximum is calculated
δ23 =
xm2 − xm3
m2 −m3 =
∆xm23
∆m23
(3.20)
With the computed slope a straight line is constructed crossing the second and third
maximum. Now the intersection point δ23(m1 −m2) + xm2 of the straight line with
the vertical line at m1 is calculated and will be used as the new first maximum
(m1 | xm1), if the value is larger than the x-value of the first sample x(m1).
xm1 = max
[
δ23(m1 −m2) + xm2, x(m1)
]
(3.21)
This procedure is applied equivalently for the minima at the beginning and the
extrema at the end of the time series.
However, in chapter 4 an alternative way of dealing with boundary effects will be
introduced called weighted Sliding EMD.
Stopping Criterion of the Sifting Process
Plain EMD continues the sifting process on the full signal as long as there exist local
segments with means not yet close to zero. An unsuitable stopping criterion easily
leads to over-sifting which means it tends to split meaningful IMFs into meaningless
fragments. Criteria for stopping the sifting process often depend on signal changes
during the sifting. A common stopping criterion is based on the total variance [13]:
σ2i,k =
N∑
n=1
(
hi,k−1 (tn)− hi,k (tn)
)2
h2i,k−1(tn)
(3.22)
The first IMF is obtained whenever σ2i < δ holds for some appropriately chosen
threshold δ and so on. The whole procedure stops when the residuum r(tn) is either
a constant, a monotonic slope or contains only one extremum. This Cauchy-like
convergence criterion, however, does not explicitly take into account the two IMF
conditions and can be satisfied without adhering to the latter [13]. Instead, Rilling
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et al. [15] introduced an evaluation function
σ(tn) =
U(tn) + L(tn)
U(tn)− L(tn) (3.23)
depending on the upper U(tn) and lower L(tn) envelope and proposed two thresholds
δ1, δ2. The sifting process is then iterated until σ(tn) < δ1 for a prescribed fraction
(1− α) of the total duration of the time series and σ(tn) < δ2 for the rest. Typical
values are α ≈ 0.05, δ1 ≈ 0.05 and δ2 ≈ 10 · δ1. However, this introduces three new
parameters which the user has to fix and which might influence the resulting IMFs.
Wu and Huang state in [26], that about 5 sifting iterations are sufficient to satisfy
the stopping criterion proposed by Huang et al. in [13] (see equation (3.22)). In
order to guarantee the convergence and stability of the resulting IMFs, the number
of sifting steps is predefined to 10. The compliance of the IMF criteria is also not
guaranteed for this particular stopping criterion, deviations should be small, though.
The latter stopping criterion is also used for the EMD algorithm applied to all de-
compositions in this thesis. Additionally, it has the advantage of putting modes with
similar frequency content always in the same IMF in the windowed decomposition
method Sliding EMD presented in chapter 4.
3.4.3 Range of the Boundary Artifacts
In the following, the range of the boundary artifacts of EMD is studied depending
on the frequency of the underlying components and the sample size [39]. In order
to be able to quantify the reconstruction error, toy data examples are used. The
results obtained using the toy example illustrated in figure 3.4 are depicted in this
section. The toy signal consists of
• a sawtooth wave x1(tn) = 0.6366 · arcsin
(
sin(699 · tn)
)
,
• a sinusoid x2(tn) = sin(327 · tn),
• a cosine function with a time-dependent frequency x3(tn) = cos
(
2 · (tn+20)2
)
,
• and a monotonous trend x4(tn) = 0.1 · tn − 1
which renders the superposition of the signals nonstationary. Thereby,
tn = 0, . . . , 19.9995 with an interval of ∆tn = 0.0005 between the samples.
After the decomposition of a segment of the time series with EMD, the evolution
of the reconstruction error is calculated in the chosen segment by subtracting the
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Figure 3.4 For better visualization only a detail of the toy signal (top trace) consisting
of a sawtooth wave, a sinusoid, a cosine function with time-dependent frequency and a
monotonic function (lower traces) is illustrated.
original component and the corresponding IMF, and recording the absolute of the
resulting values. The resulting error time series is smoothed by averaging, which is
presented in figure 3.5. The gray crosses mark the range of the boundary artifacts
which is defined in the following way: As a limiting value for the artifact reach, 2.5
times the average error of the middle part of the reconstruction error time series
is defined. In this case, the middle part of the time series means the time series
without the first and last 200 data points, respectively.
As the reconstruction error for the monotonous trend is lowest where the two lines
intersect, an artifact reach cannot be defined in that case. Thus, only components
1 − 3 are used for the analysis. The sample sizes N = 500, 1000, 1500, 2000,
2500, 3000, 4000 and 5000 are considered. For every IMF and all sample sizes 1000
different fragments of the data are tested regarding their boundary artifact range.
The diagram figure 3.6 illustrates the average artifact ranges and their standard
deviations at the beginning of the time intervals as function of the sample size.
They are almost identical to the artifact ranges at the rear ends, which, therefore,
are not depicted.
For IMF 1 and 2 (not depicted) of the example, the boundary artifact ranges remain
constant, whereas for IMF 3 they are smaller for smaller sample sizes, which is
apparent in figure 3.6. That behavior can be caused by the evaluation method,
since the reconstruction error is generally larger for smaller sample sizes. Hence,
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Figure 3.5 The time series depicts the reconstruction error of the first component after
EMD is applied to a segment of size N = 2500, depending on the position within the
segment (upper trace) and the same time series after smoothing (bottom trace). The gray
crosses mark the range of the artifacts from the boundaries.
the limit value for the artifact range is higher. Further, it can be noted, that the
lower the frequency, the wider the artifacts spread from the boundaries towards the
center of the segment.
Figure 3.7 (top) shows the artifact range at the beginning and end of the segments
for all studied IMFs, respectively, frequencies with a fixed sample size N = 3000.
Again the frequency dependence of the artifact range is apparent. Presumably, the
reason for this effect is that for higher frequencies fewer extrema and accordingly
knots for the spline interpolation are available, i. e. the signal reconstruction is less
accurate and the inaccurate, guessed boundary extremum is more important.
In figure 3.7 (bottom) the artifact spread is shown as average number of peri-
ods of the corresponding frequency component which is affected for sample sizes
N = 2000, 2500 and 3000.
The boundary artifact range is weaker than linearly dependent on the frequency
and the number of periods affected by the boundary artifacts is not constant. Fur-
thermore, it is only marginally dependent on the sample size. The frequency of the
third component changes over time. Therefore, as a reference period of the original
component, the average period of the time series was used. Due to the fact that the
whole time series or all periods, respectively, were used for the calculation of the
artifact spread.
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Figure 3.6 The average artifact ranges and their standard deviations at the beginning of
the segments for different sample sizes and IMFs 1 and 3.
Considering all results it can be concluded that the use of a too small amount of
samples is not recommended for EMD. The data set to be decomposed should always
be sufficiently long, since for smaller sample sizes, the boundary artifacts affect a
too large part of the time series.
3.4.4 Shortcomings of EMD
As EMD is a completely empirical method, any physical meaning of the extracted
IMFs cannot be guaranteed. This is, of course, also true for most applications
of time series analysis methods, especially using those with a fixed basis system.
However, IMFs preserve their amplitude modulation and changing frequency and
also keep their nonlinearity. As stated above, uniqueness of the decomposition
cannot be guaranteed. Hence, depending on the set of parameters applied, IMFs
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Figure 3.7 The average artifact ranges and their standard deviations at both ends of the
segments for a constant sample size N = 3000 and IMFs 1 − 3 are presented(top). The
average number of periods of the corresponding components affected by the artifact range
for the sample sizes N = 2000, 2500 and 3000 are illustrated (bottom). As the frequency
of component 3 changes with time, its average period was considered as reference.
may be extracted which differ in their appearance and characteristics.
The most serious drawback of the method is certainly its lack of any theoretical
basis which would allow to evaluate the performance of the algorithm in objective
terms. Hence, to do so one needs to employ complex, carefully designed toy data to
simulate the decomposition process into single modes and the impact of the various
parameters and constraints onto the sifting process. Despite all this, EMD has been
used successfully for many practical applications (see for example [40, 41, 42, 4, 43,
44]).
3.5 Recent Extensions to EMD
A number of extensions to plain EMD have been proposed in recent years to broaden
the fields of application, adapt to specific data or improve the method. Among them
even several two-, respectively, multi-dimensional EMD techniques were introduced
in [45, 46, 47]. Some of the extensions, namely Ensemble Empirical Mode Decom-
position, Local EMD and on-line EMD will be discussed shortly in the following.
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3.5.1 Ensemble EMD
Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition (EEMD) is a noise-assisted method to
enhance and improve sifting [14]. It is based upon investigations of the statistical
properties of white noise [48]. It was shown there, that EMD is equivalent to an
adaptive dyadic filter bank with overlapping bandpass filters with constant quality
factor [49, 26].
An ensemble of k = 1, . . . , K data sets xk(tn) is created by adding white noise k(tn)
(finite amplitude, zero mean, constant variance) to the original time series x(tn)
xk(tn) = x(tn) + k(tn) (3.24)
Decomposing the noisy data sets slightly different IMFs, respectively, residua are
generated:
xk(tn) =
L∑
l=1
clk(tn) + rk(tn) (3.25)
EEMD considers true IMFs cl(tn) and residua r(tn) as an ensemble average of ex-
tracted IMFs according to
cl(tn) =
1
K
K∑
k=1
clk(tn) (3.26)
r(tn) =
1
K
K∑
k=1
rk(tn) (3.27)
In practice EEMD works as follows:
• Add white noise to the data set
• Decompose the noisy data into IMFs
• Repeat these steps and at each iteration add white noise
• Calculate an ensemble average of the respective IMFs to yield the final result
Through averaging the respective IMFs, noise contributions will cancel out leaving
only the true IMFs. Noise amplitudes can be chosen relatively high, but the en-
semble number K should be large. The number of sifting steps and the number
of IMFs has to be fixed in advance to render extracted IMFs truly comparable.
This manner of stopping the sifting process does not take the adherence of the IMF
criteria into account though. However, mode mixing is reduced in EEMD and an
improved separation of modes with similar frequencies results. Due to the added
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noise, the time series contains a lot more local extrema, which renders the esti-
mation of the envelopes computationally much more demanding. Also more high
frequency components result, naturally, since the white noise is not canceled out
completely in practical applications. In summary, EEMD is computationally costly
but a promising additional EMD technique.
An illustrative example of the performance of EEMD compared to EMD is given
in figure 3.8. Two signals, x1(tn) = 0.1 · sin(20 tn) and x2(tn) = sin(tn), are su-
perimposed whereby in signal x1(tn) the oscillation is interrupted for certain time
spans to simulate a situation which often happens with biomedical signals. Figure
3.8 b) illustrates the first two IMFs obtained with standard EMD while figure 3.8 c)
depicts IMFs obtained with EEMD using K = 15 different noisy signals to build an
ensemble starting from the original signal. Clearly, standard EMD exhibits strong
mode-mixing in this case while EEMD copes quite well with this complicated signal.
3.5.2 Local EMD
To satisfy the stopping criterion of sifting, the mean of both envelopes needs to be
close to zero everywhere. Local EMD [15] pursues the idea that, during sifting, in
some parts of the signal the mean might already be zero, whereas in other parts
it is not yet close enough to zero (see [28] for an example). Hence, it could be
advantageous to iterate the sifting process only in regions, where the mean is still
finite to finally meet the stopping criterion everywhere. Local EMD, thus, identifies
regions with large mean values and continues sifting there, while in other regions the
IMF is already achieved. Localization can be implemented via a weighting function
w(tn), which is w(tn) = 1 in regions in which sifting is still necessary and decays to
zero at the boundaries. This can easily be integrated into the EMD algorithm via
hj,k(tn) = hj,k−1(tn)− wj,k(tn) ·mj,k(tn) (3.28)
However, one has to be careful with discontinuities at the edges of the intervals which
are treated differently. This procedure essentially improves the sifting process and
tries to avoid over-sifting, yet, complicates the sifting process with more parameters
to be controlled.
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a) Original data
b) Empirical Mode Decomposition
c) Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition
Figure 3.8 a) Original data: superposition of the signals x(tn) = x1(tn) + x2(tn) =
0.1 sin(20 · tn) + sin(tn) denoted by comp. 1 and comp. 2. Note that signal x1(tn) is
constant for a large part of the total time span. b) The first two IMFs obtained with an
EMD analysis. Mode mixing is clearly visible due to the partial absence of oscillations
within component x1(tn). c) The relevant IMFs resulting from an EEMD analysis. The
component signals underlying the original signal are extracted almost perfectly.
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3.5.3 On-line EMD
The application of EMD to e.g. biomedical time series is limited by the size of
the main memory of the computer. Hence, in practical applications only relatively
short time series can be studied. However, many practical situations like continuous
patient monitoring ask for an online processing of the recorded data.
Recently, on-line EMD has been proposed by Rilling et al. [15]. It starts the decom-
position before the complete data set is available, hence, simultaneously recording
and decomposing data becomes possible that way. On-line EMD is supposed to
work on segments of the data. This is possible as EMD is based on the construction
of envelopes which need only a few extrema to yield a reasonable estimate of the
interpolating polynomial. Thus, a time series could be worked up step by step, ap-
plying EMD to segments of the total data set only. To stay consistent, the number
of sifting steps needs to be identical in every window, of course. The further ad-
vantage is a reduced computational load as the memory demand increases stronger
for plain EMD (in contrast to on-line EMD) with the number of time points over
which the data are sampled. In [15] it is proposed to fix the number of sifting steps
a priori. The algorithm works via enlarging the window on the forefront whenever
new data appear and reducing the size of the window on the back whenever the
stopping criterion is reached.
This approach, however, has some drawbacks related to the discontinuities occur-
ring at the boundaries. Furthermore, the question, which information remains in the
residuum also strongly depends on the size of the window so that the signal decom-
position as a whole strongly depends on the window size. Imagine long wavelength
changes which would appear as monotonous trends in windows with a length small
compared to the wavelength but would be recognized as oscillations and extracted as
an IMF with sufficiently large window sizes. Due to the changing window size of the
on-line EMD algorithm problems could arise. In summary, on-line EMD presents a
good idea, however, results leave room for improvements. The method is still in its
infancy and needs yet to be developed further, as well as the proposal in [50].
Also in [51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57] some very recent suggestions of an online imple-
mentation of EMD are given. However, they are still to be evolved further, since
they often lack in suggesting a sophisticated solution to problems e.g. arising due to
boundary artifacts. Additionally, in some of the suggested approaches the results
differ depending on the used method: plain or online EMD.
In chapter 4 (see also [58, 59]) an alternative, robust and efficient online technique,
called Sliding Empirical Mode Decomposition, is presented.
Chapter 4
Sliding Empirical Mode
Decomposition
Plain EMD is applied to the complete signal which, in view of limited resources like
computer memory and CPU, also limits the length of the time series to be dealt
with. This is an especially serious problem in dealing with biomedical time series,
which often are recorded over very long time spans with high sampling rates. Brain
status data, for example acquired during neuromonitoring in clinical intensive care
units, accumulate to huge amounts of data when monitoring patients over days with
appropriate signal sampling rate (up to 1 kHz).
Analyzing such large data sets all at once is hardly possible because of the computa-
tional load involved when using conventional EMD [58, 29]. Even more important,
however, is the fact that data analysis has to wait until monitoring is finished. The
patients usually reside in critical condition, hence, an immediate online analysis of
such time series is of utmost importance. One possible solution would be to cut
the data into several distinct pieces and apply EMD to these segments. But in this
case, due to the well known boundary problem of EMD, discontinuities will occur
as depicted in figure 4.2. The impact of the boundary artifacts has already been
discussed in section 3.4.3. In the following an online implementation of EMD called
Sliding Empirical Mode Decomposition or SEMD will be proposed [60]. This algo-
rithm will decompose time series of arbitrary length into a residuum and IMFs. In
the subsequent paragraphs the operating mode of SEMD and some characteristics
of the IMFs and the residuum will be explained. Furthermore, a more sophisticated
version of SEMD called weighted Sliding EMD will be introduced, which reduces
the impact of the boundary artifacts even more, and two different implementation
techniques will be discussed, compared and evaluated.
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4.1 The Principle of SEMD
In a first step, the recorded time series is split into segments which can be analyzed
with Empirical Mode Decomposition. Simply adding the IMFs extracted from the
different segments together, would induce boundary artifacts, however. This is il-
lustrated in a simple example in figure 4.1 and figure 4.2, respectively. The original
data (see figure 4.1, top trace) is split into 4 segments, which are decomposed sepa-
rately with conventional EMD. Discontinuities appear at the ends of the segments,
namely at tn = 0.25, 0.5 and tn = 0.75, when joining the resulting IMF segments
together (see the IMFs in figure 4.2). Thus, simply segmenting a time series into non-
overlapping windows for further analysis leads to strong boundary artifacts which
can be avoided using Sliding Empirical Mode Decomposition (SEMD), which works
as follows.
Figure 4.1 For better visualization only a detail of the toy data signal (top trace) and
its underlying signal components is illustrated. It consists of: a sawtooth wave x1(tn) =
0.6366 ·arcsin ( sin(699 ·tn)) (second trace), a sinusoid x2(tn) = sin(327 ·tn) (third trace), a
cosine function with a time-dependent frequency x3(tn) = cos
(
2 ·(tn+20)2
)
(fourth trace)
and a monotonic trend x4(tn) = 0.1 · tn − 1 (bottom trace), whereas tn = 0, . . . , 19.9995
with ∆tn = 0.0005.
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Figure 4.2 EMD decomposition of the toy signal in figure 4.1. The time series has been
segmented into 4 parts and decomposed with EMD. After joining the resulting IMFs
together, boundary effects become clearly visible at tn = 0.25, 0.5 and tn = 0.75.
Using Sliding Empirical Mode Decomposition the recorded time series is split into
overlapping segments, which can be analyzed with conventional EMD. The segment
size M has to be a multiple of the step size K with which the subsequent segments
are shifted relative to each other. Thus, if M
K
∈ N holds, all windows can be
assembled as is depicted in figure 4.3. Since M is a multiple of K in the illustrated
example, window number 5 can subsequently be joined after window 1. Thereby
the last sample of window 1 could be denoted with tM and the first data point
of window 5 with tM+1, which corresponds to the subsequent sample of the time
series. Hence, neighboring segments can be joined without resulting gaps and for
every sample the same amount of estimates is obtained. Every data point is, thus,
represented equally often, namely E = M
K
- times, in the overlapping segments for a
later estimation of the corresponding mean sample value. The time series in every
segment w is decomposed by EMD into l = 1, . . . , L individual IMFs, denoted by
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cl,w(tn), and a local residuum, denoted by cL+1,w(tn) ≡ rw(tn), according to
xw(tn) =
L∑
l=1
cl,w(tn) + rw(tn) (4.1)
whereby the number of sifting steps is kept equal in all segments w.
Figure 4.3 The scheme depicts the principle of Sliding EMD, whereas M denotes the size
of the window and K the step size.
The total number of windows W to be decomposed is given by
W =
N −M
K
+ 1 (4.2)
with N denoting the total number of time samples tn in the time series. Resulting
IMFs are collected in a matrix with corresponding sample points forming a column
of the matrix with E = M
K
rows. Only columns which contain an identical number
of entries are used to estimate average IMF amplitudes at every point in time tn
in each segment. Consequently, the first and last M −K samples (respectively M
samples for convenience) of the time series are omitted (see gray vertical lines in
figure 4.3).
This finally yields for the IMFs cl(tn) and the residuum r(tn) with tn > M and the
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window number h = b tn−M
K
c + 2 (whereby the brackets denote the floor function,
which rounds a real number down):
cl(tn) =
1
E
h+E−1∑
w=h
cw,l(tn) (4.3)
r(tn) =
1
E
h+E−1∑
w=h
rw(tn) (4.4)
with h ∈ N. By construction SEMD fulfills the condition to be complete, as much
as plain Empirical Mode Decomposition does:
x(tn) =
1
E
h+E−1∑
w=h
( L∑
l=1
cw,l(tn) + rw(tn)
)
(4.5)
For every sample x(tn) the mean values of the E decompositions, done by conven-
tional EMD, form the result of the SEMD decomposition. As all of these EMD
decompositions are complete, this equally holds for the mean value. Thus, the most
important defining criterion of EMD, which ensures a decomposition without loss
of information, is fulfilled by SEMD.
If the number of IMFs in the single windows changed from segment to segment,
problems would arise. Therefore, as practical constraints of SEMD the number of
sifting steps and IMFs (e.g. L = blog2Nc) is kept constant for all decompositions.
Since for the stopping criterion of the decomposition a constant number of steps
is chosen, the compliance of the IMF criteria cannot be warranted. Aberrations
should, however, be small. Except for the stopping criterion, which here amounts
to keeping the number of sifting steps fixed, any EMD algorithm can be applied in
the individual windows. A schematic diagram of the SEMD procedure is presented
in figure 4.3.
4.2 Properties of SEMD
Because of the segmentation involved, contrary to global EMD the local residua
estimated with SEMD for every segment may contain low-frequency oscillations in-
stead, when joined together. The residuum is only non-oscillating in every single
window, but not in the resulting global residuum. Figure 4.4 depicts a sinusoid por-
traying an exemplary global SEMD residuum partitioned into several local residua
by vertical lines illustrating examples of local residua.
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Figure 4.4 A sinusoid exemplifying a global SEMD residuum is depicted partitioned into
several windows of 1000 samples by vertical lines illustrating examples of local residua.
The ordinate illustrates the amplitude A and the abscissa the temporal scale tn of the
data with an interval between the samples of ∆tn = 0.0005 s.
By choosing the segment size properly, it may be determined which oscillations
should appear as distinct IMFs and which should be absorbed as apparent local
trends into the respective residua. These apparent local trends, which combine
to low-frequency oscillations in the final average global residuum, may be down-
sampled, because of the high sampling rate, to a useful time resolution and subse-
quently analyzed with SEMD again. This process can be repeated until finally a
truly non-oscillating trend remains resulting in a cascaded application of SEMD.
On the other hand, that characteristic can be exploited to filter slowly varying
oscillatory modes of the time series. Hence, SEMD acts as a low-frequency filter for
long-term oscillations and trends in biomedical time series.
Similar to Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition (EEMD) [14], Sliding EMD
also achieves an averaging over differently decomposed data sets. While due to
added noise, for EEMD a given sample is associated with different amplitudes, for
Sliding EMD the same amplitude is associated with various samples in different
shifted segments. This latter behavior alleviates effects related with a non-unique
data decomposition via EMD. Furthermore, artifacts resulting from end effects loose
their impact via averaging.
The number of sifting steps is kept constant for every window, rendering it more
likely to find similar modes in the single IMFs. Finally, note that, due to the fixed
number of sifting steps, the IMF criteria are not necessarily fulfilled by the resulting
modes of the EMD decompositions in the individual windows. Aberrations are
supposably small, which should equally hold for the IMFs of SEMD after averaging.
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4.3 Weighted Sliding EMD
Despite the averaging operations involved in SEMD, reconstruction errors due to the
boundary effects remain to be observed in SEMD. In order to diminish the impact of
the latter, a weighted Sliding EMD (wSEMD) was developed recently [59, 39]. Two
different possibilities to weight the individual windows will be introduced: weighted
estimates SEMD (weSEMD) and weighted window SEMD (wwSEMD). Further-
more, the implementation of weSEMD and wwSEMD will be described in detail in
section 4.4, where both techniques will also be compared.
4.3.1 Weighted Estimates Sliding EMD
The weighted estimates SEMD works as follows: Every value of the ensemble E of
samples, whose average forms the final time series’ value, is weighted by a coefficient
from a predefined distribution of weights. These coefficients become larger when the
estimated data point origins from the middle of the window, and smaller when it is
located near one of the boundaries. The coefficients are assumed to form a discrete
Gaussian distribution p
(E)
G (te) with E samples e = 1, . . . , E. Using such weights,
boundary effects are strongly suppressed. Considering the windows of the SEMD
decomposition, weighted estimates SEMD multiplies every K successive values of
the window with the same weight.
Figure 4.5 exhibits an example of an IMF, namely IMF 1, of a toy data example
composed of a beating wave and a trend. The time series was decomposed by SEMD
with a window size of M = 15 000 and an ensemble size of E = 30 and IMF 1 is
denoted by the green line. The dark lines originate from the EMD decompositions
in all the single windows, which form the ensemble. The results shown in the image
corroborate that a weighted form of SEMD is clearly necessary, as the ends of many
windows correspond to outliers.
4.3.2 Weighted Window Sliding EMD
In this section we consider an alternative way of applying weights to the time series,
in order to suppress boundary artifacts [61]. It amounts to applying a weight to
every sample of a window rather than weighting the estimates. Thus, every window
of the resulting IMFs and the residuum is multiplied by the weighting function.
The latter, again, is assumed to form a discrete Gaussian distribution p
(M)
G (tm). But
instead of weighting the estimates, every sample point inside the window is weighted
according to its distance to the closest border of the window, which effectively
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Figure 4.5 The green line depicts IMF 1 of a toy data example consisting of a beating wave
and a trend decomposed with SEMD (window size M = 15 000, ensemble size E = 30),
whereas the dark lines show the EMD decompositions in all the windows, that form the
ensemble, which the SEMD decomposition is based on. The ordinate gives the amplitude
A of the time series and the abscissa depicts the samples n.
suppresses samples near the boundaries. Therefore, the weighting function consists
of M samples, instead of E. Furthermore, the Gaussian distribution is shifted
along the ordinate via p
(M)
G (tm) − p(M)G (t1), so that p(M)G (t1) = 0 and p(M)G (tM) = 0,
respectively.
This technique produces a more sophisticated and precise weighting of the estimates
as several similar distributions p
(M)
G (tm,e) with tm,e ∈ [1,M ] and e = 1, . . . , E are
utilized to weight the estimates according to their distance to the window bound-
aries. After the calculation of the ensemble mean of K data points, every sample
position tm, with m = 1, . . . ,M , and therefore point of the weighting function of the
window p
(M)
G (tm), has been used exactly once for averaging, as K =
M
E
(see schemes
in figure 4.6).
Hence, K shorter and slightly different distributions p
(M,i)
G (tm,e) with i = 1, . . . , K are
picked out of the weighting function and are used to weight the estimates, whereas
all picked out samples for one ensemble weighting function have a distance of K
points, respectively. The K different distributions p
(M,i)
G (tm,e) can be described as
“part” of p
(M)
G (tm) using the following set of samples:{
p
(M,i)
G (tm,e)|tm,e = i+ 0K, i+ 1K, . . . , i+ (E − 1)K
}
(4.6)
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Figure 4.6 The schemes show two examples, which of the samples of the weighting function
are used for averaging to obtain the resulting IMF or residuum depending on their position
(illustrated by the numbers 1, . . . , 12 (top) respectively 1, . . . , 20 (bottom)) in the window.
In this case the parameters are chosen in the following way M = 12, K = 4 and E = 3
(top), M = 20, K = 4 and E = 5 (bottom).
To calculate the final result for a specific sample of an IMF or the residuum, the
sum over E estimates multiplied by E weighting coefficients is computed and the
value is normalized by the reciprocal sum of all used factors for that particular data
point, so that the amplitude of the signal is preserved.
For a step size of K = 1 both methods, the weighted estimates and the weighted
window SEMD, are the same, since E = M . Otherwise both approaches differ in
that a specific set of weights for one data point is repeatedly used again – and only
again – after K samples. In the following a thorough comparison between weighted
estimates and weighted window SEMD will be conducted.
4.4 Comparison between Weighted Estimates
SEMD and Weighted Window SEMD
As the ensemble size equals the window size E = M when the step size K = 1,
no difference exists between both implementation methods, weighted estimates and
weighted window SEMD, in that case. However, in all other circumstances both
techniques differ. In the following a comparison will be conducted. First of all the
practical implementation of the weighting processes will be presented in detail. A
small example of weights will clarify the difference between both weighting methods
further and after a comparison of the performance of both techniques, problems
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arising under certain circumstances using weighted estimate SEMD will be explained
and discussed.
4.4.1 Implementation of the Weighting Processes
For the practical application of the weighting, the normalization of the data is done
at the same time as the weighting itself, rendering the process easier to handle. A
normalization during the Sliding EMD algorithm is not necessary, since the weights
already provide the conservation of the data amplitudes, as their sum equals 1.
Weighted Estimates SEMD
To apply the weighting for weighted estimates SEMD, the sum of all E weights of
the discrete Gaussian distribution p
(E)
G (te) is calculated
W (E) =
E∑
e=1
p
(E)
G (te) (4.7)
yielding the normalization coefficient W (E), while E denotes the ensemble size. Af-
terwards every weight is multiplied by the reciprocal of this sum.
p
(EW )
G (te) =
1
W (E)
· p(E)G (te) (4.8)
To be able to easily multiply the E weights with the IMF windows with M samples,
the function with the weights has to be extended to a step function with M values.
In the example in figure 4.7 with M = 200, K = 4 and E = 50, the normalized
discrete Gaussian distribution with E = 50 weights is dispersed to a step function
with M = 200 samples. Now, it can easily be multiplied with the IMFs. This is
possible, as all K consecutive data points, respectively, are weighted with the same
coefficient. For the example in figure 4.6 (bottom) it would mean, that samples
1, 5, 9, 13 and 17 form an ensemble of estimates, as well as 2, 6, 10, 14 and 18 and so
on. Therefore, sample numbers 1− 4, 5− 8, 9− 12, 13− 16 and 17− 20 would be
multiplied by the same factor. Hence, the extension of the weighting distribution to
a step function can be implemented.
All in all no further normalization is needed after the multiplication of the weights
with the IMFs. The normalization is already included since the weights all add up
to 1.
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Figure 4.7 Normalized discrete Gaussian distribution containing 50 weights for all e =
1, . . . , E estimates (top) and the extended step function to fit the m = 1, . . . ,M samples
of the window with M = 200 (bottom).
Figure 4.8 Normalized discrete Gaussian distributions containing a total of K · E = 60
(with K = 4 and E = 15) weights to form i = 1, . . . ,K different intertwining weighting
functions (highlighted by the various colors). The function has m = 1, . . . ,M samples and
thus the same length as the window with M = 60.
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Weighted Window SEMD
Also for weighted window SEMD the normalization is already included in the
weights. As a reminder, the weighting for the weighted window SEMD consists
of i = 1, . . . , K different discrete Gaussian distributions p
(M,i)
G (tm,e) containing
e = 1, . . . , E weights respectively. Intertwined, the K graphs form the weighting
function p
(M)
G (tm) with m = 1, . . . ,M samples as illustrated in figure 4.8 for M = 60,
K = 4 and E = 15. The different colors highlight the K weighting functions, which
are already normalized in the illustration.
Since we have K different weighting functions p
(M,i)
G (tm,e) with i = 1, . . . , K, also K
different normalization coefficients W
(M)
i have to be calculated:
W
(M)
i =
E∑
e=1
p
(M,i)
G (tm,e) (4.9)
In this case, too, the K weighting functions are multiplied by the reciprocal of the
corresponding normalization coefficient:
p
(MW ,i)
G (tm,e) =
1
W
(M)
i
· p(M,i)G (tm,e) (4.10)
The sum of all weights for a particular sample possesses the value 1, so that no
further normalization is necessary.
4.4.2 Example of Weights used for weSEMD and wwSEMD
An example will be given in the following to show the differences between both
weighting techniques more clearly. In tables 4.1 and 4.2 a short quantitative example
illustrates how the samples in the gray area of figure 4.6 (bottom) with M = 20,
K = 4 and E = 5 would be weighted with the two methods, namely weighted
estimates and weighted window SEMD.
The sum of all values in every column is 1, therefore the normalization is automat-
ically executed during the weighting process. In the weighted window process all
samples are multiplied by a specific factor according to their distance within the step
size (the rows of the example in the tables). On the other hand, the samples within
the step size are weighted equally using the weighted estimates SEMD technique.
The 20 weights of wwSEMD arranged according to their sample positions would
result in a normalized discrete Gaussian distribution with window length M = 20.
As a means of comparison, both methods will, in the following, be applied to toy
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k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 4
e = 1 0 0 0 0
e = 2 0.23202 0.23202 0.23202 0.23202
e = 3 0.53596 0.53596 0.53596 0.53596
e = 4 0.23202 0.23202 0.23202 0.23202
e = 5 0 0 0 0
Table 4.1 Weights of weighted estimates SEMD example for the parameters M = 20,
E = 5 and K = 4 (see gray area of fig. 4.6 (bottom)). The normalization is already
included, as the weights of every column add up to 1.
k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 4
e = 1 0.08779 0.04596 0.01771 0
e = 2 0.35631 0.28435 0.21060 0.14361
e = 3 0.41229 0.44138 0.44138 0.41229
e = 4 0.14361 0.21060 0.28435 0.35631
e = 5 0 0.01771 0.04596 0.08779
Table 4.2 Weights of weighted window SEMD example for the parameters M = 20,
E = 5 and K = 4 (see gray area of fig. 4.6 (bottom)). The normalization is already
included, as the weights of every column summarized yield 1.
data, in order to asses their reconstruction quality. A thorough examination of the
(weighted) Sliding EMD algorithm with toy data will be performed in chapter 5.
4.4.3 Comparison between the Performance of weSEMD
and wwSEMD
In this section the performance of weighted estimates and weighted window SEMD
will be compared. Therefore, toy data given by x(tn) will be decomposed with both
methods and the IMFs cl(tn) will be compared to the original components xl(tn) via
the mean squared error (MSE):
MSE =
1
N
N∑
n=1
(
xl(tn)− cl(tn)
)2
(4.11)
As the original components have to be known for a quantitative analysis, two dif-
ferent sets of toy data will be analyzed in this section.
The first toy data example, which has already been presented in section 4.1, is
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composed of a superposition of four components: a sawtooth wave, a sinusoid, a
cosine function with time-dependent frequency content and a monotonous trend
(illustrated in fig. 4.1). The time series is formed by N = 40 000 samples and the
time scale is tn = 0, . . . , 19.9995 with ∆tn = 0.0005. The toy example is decomposed
by weSEMD and wwSEMD with a window size M = 2500 and varying step size K
covering all divisors of M .
In figure 4.9 the MSE averaged over component 1 − 3 between the original com-
ponents and the IMFs is displayed with respect to the ensemble size of the de-
composition with wwSEMD and weSEMD. For small ensemble sizes an increase of
the MSE for the wwSEMD decomposition method is observable. Beginning with
E = 20 the reconstruction quality of wwSEMD and weSEMD remains continuously
high. Supposedly the MSE of wwSEMD raises for small ensemble sizes in contrast
to weSEMD, because in that case the ends are suppressed better with the latter
technique. Since weSEMD multiplies the first and last K samples of every window
with the weighting factor 0.
Figure 4.9 The MSE between the original components and the IMFs averaged over com-
ponents 1 − 3 is illustrated depending on the ensemble size of the decomposition with
wwSEMD and weSEMD (M = 2500).
The second toy example consists of three components that will be treated as two,
because component 1 and 2 have a very similar frequency in order to create a beating
wave. The components are: the sum of two sine functions
• x1(tn) = sin(2 · tn),
• x2(tn) = sin(1.7 · tn)
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and a monotonous trend:
• x3(tn) = 0.04 · tn − 1
The time series is formed by N = 100 000 samples and the temporal scale is tn =
0, . . . , 49.9995 with an interval of ∆tn = 0.0005 between the samples. The toy data
time series is chosen longer in this case, due to its low frequency, to capture more
periods of the function, but maintain the sampling rate. The toy data example is
illustrated in figure 4.10.
Figure 4.10 The second toy data example consisting of two oscillating components
x1(tn) = sin(2 · tn) and x2(tn) = sin(1.7 · tn), which together form a beating wave, and
a trend x3(tn) = 0.04 · tn − 1. The ordinate gives the amplitude A of the time series and
the abscissa depicts the temporal scale tn.
The toy example is decomposed with wwSEMD as well as with weSEMD with
M = 15 000 applying a multitude of ensemble sizes, namely all divisors of M . The
window size is selected longer as well in this case, due to the lower frequency of the
data. In figure 4.11 the MSE between the sum of the original components 1 and 2
and IMF 1 is visualized. The MSE is presented with respect to the ensemble size
for both decomposition methods wwSEMD and weSEMD. In this example – except
for ensemble size E = 3 – the situation is now reversed. For small ensemble sizes
the MSE of the IMF decomposed with weSEMD is not constant any more, however
it is even higher than the one of the wwSEMD decomposition. Also in this toy
data example the reconstruction quality remains uniformly high beginning with an
ensemble size of about E = 30.
The main difference between the two toy data examples is their frequency content.
The first example exhibits high-frequency components, whereas the second example
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Figure 4.11 The MSE between the original components and IMF 1 of the second toy data
example is illustrated depending on the ensemble size of the decomposition with wwSEMD
and weSEMD (M = 15 000).
features a low-frequency component together with a trend. The explanation for the
relatively high MSE of the IMFs of weSEMD will be given in the following section.
4.4.4 Difficulties of Weighted Estimates SEMD
In this section some problems of weighted estimates SEMD arising under certain
circumstances will be illustrated and analyzed. The toy data example utilized for this
examination consists of a beating wave and a trend and has already been presented
in the previous section (visualized in fig. 4.10). A very similar frequency was chosen
for components 1 and 2 in order to create a beating wave with only little slope in
certain sections of the time series. Therefore, the two modes are regarded as one
component. The signal length is N = 100 000 and tn = 0, . . . , 49.9995 with an
interval of ∆tn = 0.0005 between the samples. The example is decomposed with
weighted estimates and weighted window SEMD, respectively, using a window size
of M = 15 000 and a step size of K = 3000 resulting in an ensemble size of E = 5.
The small ensemble size is selected in order to be able to investigate the problems
emerging for weighted estimates SEMD for small amounts of estimates and data
with only sparse slope. In figure 4.12 IMF 1 of the decomposition with weighted es-
timates and weighted window SEMD is illustrated giving an overview and a detailed
impression of the graph.
It is ostentatious that in intervals of tn = 1.5 (which results in n = tn/∆tn =
3000 samples) discontinuities occur in different magnitudes in the plotted IMF of
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Figure 4.12 IMF 1 of the toy data example decomposed with weighted estimates (green)
and weighted window (black) SEMD. In the top plot one can observe discontinuities occur-
ring regularly after multiples of tn = 1.5, respectively, n = 3000 samples. In the bottom
graph a detail of the two IMFs displays that fact more clearly. The ordinate gives the
amplitude A of the time series and the abscissa depicts the time scale tn.
the weighted estimates SEMD decomposition, whereas the weighted window SEMD
decomposition yields a smooth time series in this area. The amount of 3000 samples
complies with the step size K.
To further investigate that behavior, a closer look at the first discontinuity at tn = 9
is taken (see figure 4.13). Note that the first and last M samples are omitted by
any SEMD algorithm because of the incomplete ensemble of estimates.
Apparently the break stems from the weighted estimates weighting process. There-
fore, the single windows, hence the various estimates, will be surveyed thoroughly.
In figure 4.14 the first IMFs of the single windows decomposed with EMD are dis-
played. The different colors denote the various windows, while at tn = 9 window 2
ends and window 7 starts (green lines). The samples 7.5 < tn ≤ 9 stand for the first
K = 3000 time points of the data and the samples 9 < tn ≤ 10.5 for the second K
time points.
In figure 4.15 the different windows are illustrated more closely at tn = 9. Addition-
ally, the weights of every sample at the point tn = 9 (n = 3000) and at tn = 9.0005
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Figure 4.13 The first discontinuity of IMF 1 of the toy data example decomposed with
weighted estimates (green) and weighted window (black) SEMD with M = 15 000 and
K = 3000 after tn = 9 time points, respectively, n = 18 000 samples (note that the first
window is omitted completely by any SEMD decomposition). The ordinate gives the
amplitude A of the time series and the abscissa depicts the temporal scale tn.
Figure 4.14 The first IMFs of the single windows decomposed with EMD. The colors
highlight the different windows. At tn = 9 the end of window 2 is reached and window 7
starts. At any time point E = 5 different estimates are present. The ordinate gives the
amplitude A of the time series and the abscissa depicts the temporal scale tn.
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(n = 3001) are displayed in black for weighted estimates (see fig. 4.15, top) and
weighted window (see fig. 4.15, bottom) SEMD. In both cases the end of window 2
and the beginning of window 7 are weighted with the factor:
p
(EW )
G (t1) = p
(EW )
G (tE) = p
(MW ,1)
G (tm,1) = p
(MW ,K)
G (tm,E) = 0
Because within K data points all samples are equally weighted by weighted estimates
SEMD, window 2 is suppressed by the factor 0 in the complete first half of the plot
and the same applies for window 7 and the second half.
The K subsequent data points of the window will in the following be denoted as
parts 1-5 depending on their position within the window as illustrated in figure 4.16.
Figure 4.15 (top) shows, that in the second half of the plot the weighting factors
switch from 0 to 0.23202 in window 6. That means, that in the second half of the
plot part 2 of window 6, instead of part 1 like in the first half of the plot, is now
present. The values of the estimates in part 2 of the window are given more weight,
than the estimates in part 1.
An overview of the switch of the parts of the windows and their corresponding switch
of the weighting factors is given in table 4.3 for weighted estimates SEMD and in
table 4.4 for weighted window SEMD. In the case of weSEMD this switching results
in an abrupt change of the factors, when multiplying the weighting factors with the
amplitude values A(tn).
window 2/7 part 5 → part 1 0.00000 → 0.00000
window 3 part 4 → part 5 0.23202 → 0.00000
window 4 part 3 → part 4 0.53595 → 0.23202
window 5 part 2 → part 3 0.23202 → 0.53595
window 6 part 1 → part 2 0.00000 → 0.23202
Table 4.3 The table shows an overview of the weighting process by weSEMD of the
individual parts of the windows with their specific weights and the abrupt switch
after K = 3000 samples.
The calculation of Afinal(9) and Afinal(9.0005) yields:
Afinal(9) = 0 · (−0.24953) + 0.23202 · (−0.31159) + 0.53595 · (−0.43069) +
0.23202 · (−0.37143) + 0 · (−0.23471) = −0.38930
Afinal(9.0005) = 0 · (0.00013) + 0 · (−0.31166) + 0.23202 · (−0.43074) +
0.53595 · (−0.37142) + 0.23202 · (−0.23465) = −0.35345
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Figure 4.15 Depicted are the weights of weighted estimates (top) and weighted window
(bottom) SEMD used to multiply with the values tn = 9 and tn = 9.0005 of the IMF. The
ordinate gives the amplitude A of the time series and the abscissa depicts the temporal
scale tn.
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Figure 4.16 The window (M = 15 000) is partitioned into E = 5 parts with a sample size
of K = 3000, respectively.
window 2/7 part 5 → part 1 0.00000 → 0.00000
window 3 part 4 → part 5 0.12542 → 0.12535
window 4 part 3 → part 4 0.37465 → 0.37458
window 5 part 2 → part 3 0.37458 → 0.37465
window 6 part 1 → part 2 0.12535 → 0.12542
Table 4.4 The table presents an overview of the weighting process by wwSEMD of
the individual parts of the windows with their particular weights and the smooth
transition after K = 3000 samples.
Since the two neighboring data points of weSEMD at Afinal(9) = −0.38930 and at
Afinal(9.0005) = −0.35345 differ strongly, the discontinuity is obtained and yields
∆A =|Afinal(9)− Afinal(9.0005) |= 0.03585.
Looking at weighted windows SEMD the switch of weighting factors is done smoothly
according to the position of the particular sample in the specific window. The am-
plitude A(tn) of the end result is thus computed at the points tn = 9 and tn = 9.0005
like this:
Afinal(9) = 0 · (−0.24953) + 0.12542 · (−0.31159) + 0.37465 · (−0.43069) +
0.37458 · (−0.37143) + 0.12535 · (−0.23471) = −0.36899
Afinal(9.0005) = 0 · (0.00013) + 0.12535 · (−0.31166) + 0.37458 · (−0.43074) +
0.37465 · (−0.37142) + 0.12542 · (−0.23465) = −0.36900
The two neighboring data points of wwSEMD at Afinal(9) = −0.36899 and at
Afinal(9.0005) = −0.36900 do not differ much. Their difference amounts to
∆A =|Afinal(9)− Afinal(9.0005) |= 0.00001, and thus the weighting does not yield
a discontinuity.
The abrupt change of weighting factors, respectively, the sudden new assignment of
weighting factors to different windows yields a discontinuity for weighted estimates
SEMD in the end result.
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For data with a steep slope these discontinuities are hardly visible. These severe
problems only arise with slowly varying data. Looking at figure 4.5 it is obvious that
especially in intervals with only little slope, and thus often a small amount of extrema
to construct the splines, the estimates contain more outliers than in areas with a
steep slope. In these segments of the time series, which mostly exhibit a relatively
small amplitude as well, also the boundary effects have a higher impact on the
reconstruction of the components. Figure 4.17 illustrates, that the discontinuities
do not only appear in decompositions with small ensemble sizes. The decomposition
was done with weSEMD and wwSEMD with a window size of M = 15 000 and an
ensemble size of E = 1500. The differences of the amplitudes at the discontinuities
∆A =|A(tn)−A(tn + ∆tn) | are only tiny, hence less noticeable. Again it is obvious
that ∆A is larger in areas with only few slope.
Figure 4.17 Discontinuities of IMF 1 of the toy data example decomposed with weighted
estimates (green) and weighted window (black) SEMD with M = 15 000 and K = 10
around tn = 9. The ordinate gives the amplitude A of the time series and the abscissa
depicts the temporal scale tn.
This characteristic of the decomposition is also the reason for the worse performance
of weSEMD in contrast to wwSEMD for small ensemble sizes as seen in section 4.4.3.
Although conveniently the decompositions are operated with an ensemble size large
enough to keep that problem marginal, those discontinuities cannot be allowed to
emerge in the decomposition results. Furthermore, that defect creates a number of
additional extrema compromising the compliance of the first IMF criterion. Since
Empirical Mode Decomposition is a heuristic algorithm and only few general re-
quirements are defined, it is of importance to adhere to those. The definition of an
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IMF to have only one extremum between two subsequent zero crossings can only be
obeyed by weighted window SEMD.
Therefore, weighted window SEMD will be used for all further analyses. For con-
venience it will, from now on, be denoted generally as weighted Sliding Empirical
Mode Decomposition (wSEMD).
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Chapter 5
Application of wSEMD to Toy
Data
After the mechanism and properties of SEMD and wSEMD were introduced, the
quality of the methods for practical applications will be proofed by means of toy ex-
amples and accordingly with neuromonitoring time series in the next chapter. To be
able to assess the behavior, performance and characteristics of SEMD and wSEMD
quantitatively, investigations are conducted using toy data at the beginning. By
comparing the IMFs and the residuum to the original data components quantitative
information, e.g. about the reconstruction quality, can be given.
Several different investigations and tests will be performed in this chapter. SEMD
and wSEMD analyses concerning the numerical accuracy, the compliance of the
IMF criteria and the influence of window and step size will be conducted. The
oscillatory content of the residuum, depending on the window size, and additionally
the reconstruction quality with respect to the employed ensemble size will give more
information about the characteristics of the newly proposed algorithms. Further, in
order to perform a thorough comparison, (w)SEMD will also be examined in contrast
to on-line EMD, EEMD (introduced in section 3.5) and conventional EMD to assess
their reconstruction quality. Moreover, analyses will be conducted to evaluate the
computational load of SEMD and wSEMD quantitatively.
Most of the analyses will be performed in comparison to plain EMD and EEMD. For
better comparability the utilized (E)EMD algorithm is identical to the one SEMD
uses to decompose the individual windows, which is mainly based on the algorithm
that can be found in [21].
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5.1 Toy Data
In the following nearly all analyses – if not stated otherwise – are conducted with
the toy data example f(tn) = x1(tn) + x2(tn) + x3(tn) + x4(tn), which is depicted in
figure 4.1, consisting of:
• x1(tn) = 0.6366 · arcsin
(
sin(699 · tn)
)
, a sawtooth wave,
• x2(tn) = sin(327 · tn), a sinusoid,
• x3(tn) = cos
(
2 · (tn + 20)2
)
, a cosine function with time-dependent frequency,
and
• x4(tn) = 0.1 · tn − 1, a monotonous trend.
The time series is formed by N = 40 000 samples and the temporal scale amounts
to tn = 0, . . . , 19.9995 with an interval of ∆tn = 0.0005 between the samples.
All tests will be done for the first 3 IMFs individually and the mean of the results
is calculated afterwards. If not stated otherwise, the results will be given averaged
over component 1− 3 to get an overview over a wider range of the data at once.
5.2 Completeness and Numerical Accuracy
One of the mathematical properties of EMD (see section 3.3.1) and (w)SEMD (see
section 4.1) is completeness. As for all numerical applications, an absolutely com-
plete reconstruction cannot be achieved. However, the accuracy of the decomposi-
tion can be evaluated apart from numerical errors. The precision of the algorithm
is tested, summing up all IMFs cl(tn) and the residuum r(tn)
x(tn) =
L∑
l=1
cl(tn) + r(tn) (5.1)
and comparing the result to the original data. The mean squared error (MSE) is
used to compute the difference between the original data and the output of the
SEMD method. The investigations are implemented with the toy data example
f(tn) introduced before. The MSE is calculated as:
MSE =
1
N
N∑
n=1
(
f(tn)− x(tn)
)2
(5.2)
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whereas N denotes the sample size. To be able to compare the results to other EMD
techniques the decomposition is calculated with SEMD, wSEMD and EMD. For
different decompositions with varying window (M = 1000, . . . , 5000 in steps of 500)
and ensemble sizes (E = 2, 4, 5, 10, 20, 25, 50, 100, 125, 250, 500) only a very small
MSE between the original data and the reconstructed signal is found. The MSE
ranges between 10−31 and 10−28 for SEMD, between 10−31 and 10−29 for wSEMD
and amounts to about 10−31 for EMD. These values originate from numerical errors
and are many orders of magnitude below the precision of the measured data used
later on in this thesis. The decomposition can, thus, be regarded precise aside
from those numerical inaccuracies. Since (w)SEMD requires much more individual
decompositions it is more prone to error than EMD. All the more the obtained
results for this new technique are very good. The basic requirement for the EMD
decomposition is, therefore, fulfilled by SEMD and wSEMD.
5.3 Examination of the IMF Criteria
Due to the averaging, which is performed by (w)SEMD to obtain the resulting IMFs,
the adherence of the IMF criteria (see section 3.1) is not guaranteed. Moreover,
the use of a constant number of sifting steps, instead of a more adaptive stopping
criterion, does not take the adherence of the IMF criteria into account. Therefore,
it has to be verified experimentally, if the IMFs obey the conditions which have to
be fulfilled. In order to evaluate the wSEMD algorithm, first, the local average of
the upper and lower envelopes of the IMFs and second, the number of extrema and
zero crossings is tested. To illustrate the findings, again the toy data example of
section 5.1 is used. The results of the examination of the IMF criteria are shown
averaged over the first three components of the used data set and with respect to
the ensemble size. For both investigations an exemplary window size of M = 2500
and ensemble sizes of E = 2, 4, 5, 10, 20, 25, 50, 100, 125, 250, 500 are utilized. In
order to be able to compare the results to other techniques, the investigations are
also executed with plain EMD and Ensemble EMD (for the used algorithm see [21])
using the same ensemble sizes as for (w)SEMD.
5.3.1 Mean Value
The local average of the upper U(tn) and lower L(tn) envelopes m(tn)
m(tn) =
1
2
(
U(tn) + L(tn)
)
(5.3)
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is utilized to check, if the mean value is zero, respectively, close to zero. For a
meaningful evaluation of the mean value of the IMFs the average of the absolute
values of m(tn), for convenience called S
S =
1
N
N∑
n=1
| m(tn) | (5.4)
are depicted in the following, whereas N denotes the number of samples. For a com-
parison between SEMD, wSEMD, EMD and EEMD figure 5.1 shows S averaged
over the first three components which is computed depending on the ensemble size.
The results for the EEMD decomposition are worse than those of the other methods,
which perform consistently better. SEMD as well as wSEMD show a lower value
of S than EMD for all used ensemble sizes. While the parameter S of the SEMD
decomposition decreases with increasing E, the mean of the absolute values of m(tn)
of the wSEMD decomposition remains very low throughout all ensemble sizes. Con-
sidering the individual IMFs, S is calculated averaging S over all ensemble sizes for
one particular IMF. The largest S for SEMD is obtained by IMF 3 with S = 0.0069
and by IMF 1 with S = 5.4 · 10−4 for wSEMD.
Figure 5.1 The mean of the absolute values of m(tn), denoted by S, is shown for the
SEMD, wSEMD, EMD and EEMD decomposition averaged over the first three components
with respect to the ensemble size E.
Comparing the results to EMD one can say, that the first criterion for an IMF is
fulfilled for the SEMD and wSEMD decomposition. This toy data example, further-
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more, illustrates the high quality of wSEMD stemming from the weighting, which
improves the SEMD technique significantly.
5.3.2 Number of Extrema and Zero Crossings
The absolute difference between the number of extrema and zero crossings, depend-
ing on the ensemble size, is depicted in figure 5.2, averaged over IMFs 1 − 3 of
the toy data example. Again results of the SEMD, wSEMD, EMD and EEMD de-
composition are plotted, to be able to compare the different techniques. While the
EMD decomposition generally fulfills the second defining criterion of an IMF for the
displayed toy example, EEMD shows a large difference between extrema and zero
crossings (> 75) throughout the ensemble size (see top of fig. 5.2), which is even
increasing for larger ensembles. Looking at the more detailed plot it is obvious that
the second criterion is not fulfilled for the decomposition with SEMD, however the
deviations are only small especially for larger ensemble sizes. The difference between
extrema and zero crossings for wSEMD deviates only slightly from the one of EMD,
especially for smaller ensemble sizes. These minor differences originate from the
potential ruggedness of the signals after the calculation of the average time series.
Considering the IMFs individually all exhibited a very similar behavior.
All in all the second IMF criterion is fulfilled by EMD, SEMD and wSEMD except
for minor deviations.
5.4 Influence of Window and Step Size
The two parameters of wSEMD, namely the window size M and the step size K,
which combine to the ensemble size E = M
K
, naturally influence the decomposition.
Toy data enables a quantitative analysis of their impact. Again the toy example
of section 5.1 is employed to visualize the effect of those parameters. The mean
squared error (MSE) of one of the original components of the toy data set and the
associated resulting IMF of the decomposition with SEMD and wSEMD is computed
for different combinations of both parameters. Thus, M ranges from 1000 to 5000 in
steps of 500, whereas E varies from 2 to 500, while all values of M are multiples of E.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the error dependence on the two parameters demonstrated by
the MSE of the comparison between the IMFs of SEMD and wSEMD and original
components of the data. The average MSE of the comparisons between the first
3 components to their corresponding IMFs yield the depicted values calculated for
every combination of the window and step size.
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Figure 5.2 The difference between the zero crossings and extrema is shown for the SEMD,
wSEMD, EMD and EEMD decomposition averaged over the first three components with
respect to the ensemble size E (top) and depicting the SEMD, wSEMD and EMD decom-
position in detail (bottom).
The dependence of the MSE on the window and ensemble size is obvious for the
SEMD decomposition (fig. 5.3 top). For increasing ensemble size E the mean
squared error decreases, as one averages over more data points for the resulting
sample and thus more suggestions are available. For larger window sizes the re-
construction of the original components is more precise. That behavior stems form
the fact, that in smaller windows the boundary effects take up a larger percentage
of the window (see section 3.4.3) and therefore the reconstruction quality worsens.
Averaged over all tested combinations of window and ensemble sizes the mean MSE
of the SEMD decomposition amounts to 9.7 · 10−4. Regarding all IMFs individually
the hightest mean MSE is calculated for IMF 2, namely 15 · 10−4.
For the wSEMD decomposition (fig. 5.3 bottom) one can observe that the window
size as well as the ensemble size have nearly no effect on the MSE values which are
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Figure 5.3 MSE between the original components and the IMFs of SEMD (top) and
wSEMD (bottom) for different combinations of window and ensemble sizes averaged over
the first three IMFs. The MSE of wSEMD is very small and stable compared to SEMD.
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generally very small. Averaged over all combinations of window and ensemble sizes,
the mean MSE yields 6.2 ·10−4. For the single IMFs, again, IMF 2 reaches the worst
mean MSE, namely 9.5 · 10−4. The weighted version of the algorithm enhances the
reconstruction quality by far. Comparing the mean MSEs of both techniques, the
one produced by wSEMD amounts only to 64 % of the one of SEMD. As the ensemble
size hardly affects the MSE, for practical applications a smaller ensemble size can be
selected and thus computational load can be decreased. Since the computing time
is reduced and the reconstruction quality is, in general, increased, wSEMD is to be
preferred over SEMD.
5.5 Influence of the Window Size on the Oscilla-
tions in the Residuum
The residua of SEMD and wSEMD may contain periodic components, if the period-
icity is larger than the selected window size. Components with a periodicity smaller
than the window size are extracted as respective IMFs. To be able to evaluate the
behavior of wSEMD in an intermediate range of periodicities, a different set of toy
data is selected as an example.
The toy signal x(tn) = sin(2pi · tn) with an interval of ∆tn = 0.0005 between the
samples consists of a sinusoid with a period of T = 2000 data points. Addition-
ally, a time series of uniformly distributed noise consisting of random numbers
−0.1 ≤ n(tn) ≤ 0.1 with an amplitude corresponding to 10 % of the maximal am-
plitude of the sinusoid is created. It is added to the toy example to simulate real
data and add more extrema. Subsequently, the data is decomposed with wSEMD.
Different segment sizes M = 50, . . . , 5000 are considered, whereas the ensemble size
E = 50 is kept constant for all runs of the algorithm, and the central 30 000 data
points (of 40 000 originally) are considered for the analysis. Eventually, the mean
squared error (MSE) of the residuum compared to the sine function is computed as
can be seen in figure 5.4.
With increasing window size the MSE increases discontinuously, because the am-
plitude of the sine function decreases as it is split up into the residuum and an
IMF. Three sectors of the graph are observable: The sinusoid resides entirely in
the residuum for window sizes 0 < M ≤ 1000, corresponding to 0 < M ≤ 0.5 · T ,
approximately. The sinusoidal component is recovered completely in an IMF for
roughly M ≥ 2000, corresponding to M ≥ T . In the intermediate sector, where
1000 < M < 2000, respectively, 0.5 · T < M < T , mode mixing appears, so that
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part of the sinusoid is found in an IMF while the rest of the oscillation resides in
the residuum.
Figure 5.4 Mean squared error (MSE) of the residuum compared to the sinusoidal toy data
as a function of the window size. The number of estimates for every wSEMD decomposition
amounts to E = 50.
Depending on which oscillatory components of the original signal are supposed to
appear in the IMFs, an appropriate window size has to be chosen when applying
(w)SEMD. The two limits for the window size roughly amount to 0.5 · T and T . If
oscillations with period T are supposed to be found in the residuum, the window
size should be smaller than 0.5 · T , and larger than T , if the latter are supposed to
remain in an IMF. However, they should be experimentally verified for the specific
practical application.
Applying the window size parameter carefully, the SEMD/wSEMD decomposition
can be employed as a low-frequency filter and potentially the residuum can be uti-
lized as the resulting component for further analyses instead.
5.6 Performance Evaluation
With toy data examples the possibility to examine the decomposition quality of
an algorithm is given. Hence, the performance evaluation of SEMD and wSEMD
compared to EMD, on-line EMD and EEMD is conducted using the toy example
superposing a sawtooth, a sine and a cosine function with changing frequency and
additionally a monotonous trend, which was already introduced in detail in section
5.1. As pointed out before, an early on-line version of EMD exists and was briefly
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mentioned by Rilling et al. in [15]. Therefore, SEMD and wSEMD are compared to
this on-line EMD as well (for the algorithm see [62]).
After the decompositions implemented with different ensemble sizes E = 2, 4, 5, 10,
20, 25, 50, 100, 125, 250, 500 and an exemplary window size of M = 2500 the mean
squared error (MSE) between the IMFs and the corresponding signal component
is calculated. This test is performed in order to quantify the reconstruction error
of the specific oscillating mode. Figure 5.5 shows the findings averaged over IMFs,
respectively, components 1− 3.
Figure 5.5 MSE between the original components and IMFs averaged over component
1 − 3 for the SEMD, wSEMD, EMD, on-line EMD and EEMD decomposition (top) and
a detailed view (bottom).
Again, the EEMD decomposition lacks reconstruction quality with respect to
the other EMD techniques. Also on-line EMD performs worse than EMD. For
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SEMD – as expected – the decrease of the MSE is obvious with increasing ensemble
size, whereas for wSEMD it is low for all values of E. Especially for small ensemble
sizes the improvement of wSEMD in contrast to SEMD is evident.
The wSEMD and for larger ensemble sizes (E > 10) also the SEMD method yield
even better results than EMD and they, therefore, perform also better than on-line
EMD, while the reconstruction quality is clearly best for the decomposition with
wSEMD. For online applications SEMD/wSEMD should, thus, be preferred over
on-line EMD, since it clearly seems problematic.
Taking the individual IMFs into account, their mean MSEs are computed averaged
over all ensemble sizes. For SEMD the highest value is reached for IMF 2, namely
14 · 10−4 (in contrast to 9.4 · 10−4 for all three IMFs) and for wSEMD it amounts to
9.6 · 10−4 also for IMF 2 (with 6.2 · 10−4 for all three IMFs).
For ensemble sizes beginning with E = 50 the MSE of both methods SEMD and
wSEMD remains approximately constant representing a good trade-off between re-
construction quality and computational load. All in all one can say, that the per-
formance of the new methods SEMD and especially wSEMD is very good.
5.7 Computational Load
Another characteristic of the new techniques worth exploring is the computational
load necessary to obtain results. To be able to classify the computing time a com-
parison between SEMD, wSEMD, EMD and EEMD is performed as before. Again
the toy data example introduced in this chapter is utilized for this investigation and
all results are presented averaged over IMFs 1− 3.
All programs were run on the same machine under equivalent circumstances on only
one processor core. All calculations depend on computational power (processor,
main storage, etc.), the implementation (programming language, skillful coding,
parallelization, measuring time itself, parameters etc.) and, of course, on the data
itself (amount of noise, intrinsic frequencies, etc.). Thus, not the absolute run
times, but only the relation between them is of interest and significance. Therefore,
all results are compared only qualitatively in the following.
5.7.1 Ensemble Size
First, the attention is turned to the influence of the ensemble size on the compu-
tational load. It is expected, that the calculating period increases linearly with the
ensemble size for EEMD. Further, it is anticipated that it depends on M and as well
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linearly on K, respectively, E for SEMD and wSEMD, since the number of windows
W to be decomposed is
W =
N −M
K
+ 1 (5.5)
for a fixed data length. The latter is set to N = 40 000 for these analyses with
SEMD, wSEMD, EMD and EEMD. Several decompositions with different ensemble
sizes (E = 1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 20, 25, 50, 100, 125, 250, 500, 625, 1250, 2500) are done using a
fixed window size of M = 2500 for SEMD and wSEMD. All decompositions with
the different parameters are executed eight times and the average duration is pre-
sented in figure 5.6. The error bars mark the standard deviation of the computation
times. Because SEMD, wSEMD and EEMD are ensemble based methods, only a
comparison between those is truly equivalent.
Figure 5.6 The average duration of the decompositions with SEMD, wSEMD and EEMD
with respect to the ensemble size is presented. The error bars mark the standard deviations
of the eight single computational loads.
As expected the computational loads of all decomposition techniques increase lin-
early with increasing ensemble size. SEMD and wSEMD perform nearly equally
fast, a difference between the durations of the calculations is hardly recognizable.
However, EEMD calculates the decompositions slightly faster, at least for this par-
ticular sample size of the time series. An analysis about the computational load in
relation to the length of the data will follow in the next section. Besides, the by far
better reconstruction quality of SEMD and wSEMD renders the slightly increased
computational load acceptable.
To be able to assess the contrast to EMD as well, all EMD techniques are tested
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for the ensemble size E = 1, too, although the analysis with that particular value
of the parameter is not reasonable and thus not recommended. The computational
load for that parameter setting, averaged over 24 computations and a data length
of N = 40 000 samples, is presented in figure 5.7. The error bars, again, mark the
standard deviations of the single trials. It is obvious that the computational load
of wSEMD and SEMD and that of EMD and EEMD are similar. The calculation
periods of the two online methods is slightly higher than those of the decompositions
based on the whole time series. However, one has to keep in mind, that for real world
applications e.g. to biomedical neuromonitoring data with time series of billions of
data points and the necessity of real-time analysis, it is hardly possible to apply
EMD or EEMD. An online technique is of vital importance in this field which clearly
constitutes the advantage of weighted Sliding EMD.
Figure 5.7 The average duration of the decompositions with SEMD, wSEMD, EEMD
and EMD using the parameter E = 1 is illustrated. The error bars mark the standard
deviations of the 24 single computational loads.
5.7.2 Data Length
One problem to be solved in this thesis is the handling of very long biomedical time
series with EMD. As the main memory of a computer cannot deal with any number
of samples in a data set, an online technique has to be applied to analyze long time
series. It is not possible to decompose the neuromonitoring data recorded over days
and weeks with EMD (see chapter 7). Furthermore, if the number of IMFs is not
kept constant, the number of IMFs will increase with the data length decomposing
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real data, as more and more longterm variations have to be taken into account.
Additionally, the analysis results for the often instable patients have to be obtained
as early as possible, optimally in real-time, for which case an online approach is
required.
To have a closer look, a study of computation time with respect to the data length
is performed, to be able to estimate the computational cost of the decomposition
of long time series with the different EMD methods. Again wSEMD, EMD and
EEMD are compared and all tests are implemented with the previously introduced
toy data set. SEMD is omitted here, because of its similarity to wSEMD concerning
the computational load.
The number of samples of the time series is varied between N = 25 · 103, 50 · 103,
100 ·103, 500 ·103, 750 ·103, 1 ·106, 2 ·106, 4 ·106, 8 ·106 and 16 ·106 and the ensemble
sizes E = 1, to be able to compare wSEMD and EEMD to plain EMD, and E = 50,
which is suitable for practical applications, are used. All computations are executed
eight times and are averaged afterwards.
Figures 5.8 (ensemble size E = 1) and 5.9 (ensemble size E = 50) display the
computational load with respect to the length of the time series. The error bars
label the standard deviations of the computational times. In both cases, E = 1 and
E = 50, for up to N = 4 · 106 data points the computational loads of EMD, EEMD
and wSEMD increase linearly and equivalently. Beginning with N = 4 · 106 for
EEMD and N = 8 · 106 for EMD the situation changes and the calculation time for
EMD and EEMD increases more than linearly in contrast to wSEMD. As expected,
also for those high sample sizes, the increase of computational load of wSEMD still
remains linear.
Figure 5.8 An analysis of the computational load of the wSEMD, EMD and EEMD
decomposition with ensemble size E = 1 is presented with respect to the data length. The
error bars mark the standard deviations of the eight single computational loads.
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Figure 5.9 An investigation of the computational load of the wSEMD and EEMD decom-
position with ensemble size E = 50 is depicted with respect to the data length. The error
bars mark the standard deviations of the eight single computational loads.
The working memory of the computer (in this case 8 GB) gives a practical limit to
the decomposition of long time series. In this test the computations were stopped at
a sample size of 8 · 106, respectively, 16 · 106. Nevertheless, some analyses were done
using a sample size of 16 · 106 and also the EMD and the EEMD decompositions for
ensemble number 1 were run eight times.
The decomposition with EEMD using an ensemble of 50 was not possible to operate
at all with the given computer setting. The SEMD and wSEMD decompositions
worked perfectly fine, also for E = 50 without any problem. Therefore, one can say,
that the limits of the non-online versions of the algorithm are reached with the used
type of machine for that amount of data points.
16 · 106 samples correspond to approximately 4.4 h of neuromonitoring data (taking
the sampling rate of 1 kHz into account) which will be analyzed in chapter 7. As
those time series are recorded over days and weeks only (w)SEMD can be applied
to those.
Additionally, when compared to EMD, with SEMD and wSEMD it is easily possible
to apply parallel computing for every single window, which renders the decomposi-
tion much faster and constitutes another advantage of the method.
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Chapter 6
Application of wSEMD to
Homeostatic Brain Status Data
In the following, brain status data, namely Arterial Blood Pressure (ABP), In-
tracranial Pressure (ICP) and Tissue Partial Oxygen pressure (TPO) recorded with
a sampling rate of 0.2 Hz at the University Hospital Regensburg, will be analyzed.
With the aid of a mathematical model [8, 9] it can be shown that correlations of
the homeostatic, low-frequency part of ABP, ICP and TPO will occur, if particular
cerebral regulatory systems start to fail. Especially a negative correlation between
ABP and ICP develops in case of a diminished cerebral compliance, caused by a
severe brain swelling, in combination with an intact autoregulation. Such an ex-
panding lesion may severely disturb the cerebral perfusion and therefore has to be
detected as early as possible. Up to now this can only be done reliably by repetitive
CT-scans, a very stressful procedure for the patient.
Therefore, we used the property of wSEMD, described thoroughly in section 4.2
and [59, 63, 64], that its residuum consists of the low-frequency modes, to extract
the latter. In a second step, we will locate temporal interdependencies between the
filtered ABP, ICP and TPO data by means of correlation. An interdependency will
be constituted only, if all three combinations of the time series (ABP-ICP, ABP-
TPO and ICP-TPO) are significantly correlated. In this thesis correlation always
denotes the Pearson correlation [65]. For the algorithm the built-in Matlab function
corr with its default parameters is used.
As the time series have to be filtered by wSEMD first, some investigations con-
cerning the adequate window size are done and the numerical accuracy of wSEMD
applied to the homeostatic brain status data is researched. Furthermore, a signifi-
cance test is employed, in order to receive an appropriate limit for the correlation
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coefficient with respect to the various used parameters. In the end, the detected
correlations are compared to previous work by Faltermeier et al. [10]. This re-
cently proposed method based on Fast Fourier Transform dependably detects such
correlations, but has a crucial drawback, as it needs more than 2.8 hours of obser-
vation time for the detection. Therefore, the highest possible temporal resolution
using the new approach is determined. Another advantage of the correlation based
evaluation method is, that it automatically distinguishes between a positive and
negative correlation. Finally, an example of an observed interdependency within
the neuromonitoring data is presented.
6.1 Data Set
The ABP, ICP and TPO time series are recorded with a sampling rate of 0.2 Hz
(see figure 6.1) in the intensive care unit of the Department of Neurosurgery of the
University Hospital Regensburg during the treatment of patients with severe brain
trauma. With those measurements, globally called neuromonitoring, patients with
a critical brain status are monitored. The time series consist of the so-called Mayer
waves, and of low-frequency, often nonstationary, nonlinear oscillations attributed
to the homeostasis.
A specific set of patients’ data is selected for the following analyses, labeled PAT 1,
PAT 3, PAT 4, PAT 5, PAT 7 and PAT 8 (PAT 2 and PAT 6 are omitted due to
sensor failures). Those data sets exhibit various interesting patients’ conditions and
different developments of the situation of the patients. In [10] these time series have
already been investigated. The data is, therefore, well-known and has been compared
to further medical diagnosis of the patients, as for example neuro-imaging.
The time series exhibit failures of the sensors, e.g. when they are cleaned or the
patients are relocated. Those intervals of the time series, which often show extreme
values, are removed and replaced by linear splines preliminary. As the EMD decom-
position has problems dealing with linear segments of the data, which do not feature
any extrema, noise is added to the time series to avoid those difficulties. As only the
residua are of interest for this specific application, additional high-frequency IMFs
created by the noise are insignificant.
In the following n = 1, 2, . . . , N denotes the samples of the data, which yields, with
a time interval of ∆tn = 5 s between the samples, the temporal scale tn = n ·∆tn.
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Figure 6.1 A detail of an arterial blood pressure (top), intracranial pressure (middle)
and tissue partial oxygen pressure (bottom) time series (PAT 3). It was recorded in
the intensive care unit of the Department of Neurosurgery of the University Hospital
Regensburg measured in the pressure unit [mmHg]. The abscissa depicts the sample
points n with an interval of ∆t = 5 s between the samples, so that the temporal scale
corresponds to tn = ∆t · n.
6.2 Multi-Taper Method
In order to detect interdependencies within the neuromonitoring time series up to
now the windowed multi-taper method has been used, which is based on the co-
herence of the data in the frequency domain (for a more detailed description see
[66]).
The method works with a fixed segment size, which was chosen to 2048 sample
points in this case. Starting with the beginning of the time series, isochronic seg-
ments are cut out of the data, e.g. the ABP and ICP. Then they are normalized
by subtracting their mean and dividing by their standard deviation. Following that
the power spectrum of each normalized window is computed together with the co-
herence between them. The multi-taper algorithm applies a significance test to the
frequency distributions comparing it to white noise with a significance level of 99 %.
From medical literature [66] it is known that the frequency range ν < 0.002 Hz con-
tains the relevant information for the correlational analyses. Therefore, within that
range the number of emerging frequencies, that are significant in both spectra and
the coherence calculation, are counted. The level of correlation is defined as follows:
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the number of significant frequencies within the coherence divided by the number
of all significant frequencies occurring in the segments. This approach is applied
repeatedly in segments shifted by a certain step size (in this case a step size of 1 is
applied) along the time axis, until the end of the time series is reached. A signifi-
cance test, similar to the one described in section 6.5, will determine, if the level of
interdependency between two isochronic segments of the time series is significant.
To obtain information about the phase difference between two correlated signal
intervals, the Hilbert phases of the low-pass filtered and normalized time series can
be calculated, additionally, with respect to a significance test.
6.3 Completeness and Numerical Accuracy
First of all, the numerical accuracy of the decomposition will be checked in order to
verify, if the decomposition produces reasonable results. Thus, the sum of all IMFs
and the residuum is compared to the original data via an estimate of the mean
squared error (MSE). Exemplarily PAT 3 is used. The decomposition is applied
using the step sizes K = 1, 2, 5 and 10 and the window sizes M = 20, 30, . . . , 100. For
all possible combinations of step and window size, very similar errors of a magnitude
of 10−27 are obtained (see figure 6.2). This is to be compared with the MSE of the
decomposition with plain EMD, which amounts to 10−27 as well. These numbers
are far below the precision of the measurements (±10 %). They originate from
numerical errors, so that the decomposition can be regarded accurate aside from
those numerical inaccuracies. The basic requirement for the decomposition, thus, is
fulfilled by wSEMD.
6.4 Selecting the Window Size
As known from the medical literature [66], one important frequency sub-band ν
of brain status data, namely ABP, ICP and TPO, lies roughly in the interval be-
tween 0 Hz ≤ ν ≤ 0.002 Hz. Hence, the data has to be decomposed accordingly by
choosing an appropriate window size parameter, so that only the required modes
remain in the residuum after the decomposition. Since in section 5.5 and in [59] a
thorough analysis regarding the impact of the window size on the frequencies con-
tained in the resulting global residuum have been discussed already, it is clear that
the desired window size has to correspond to M = 50 roughly, taking the sampling
rate of 0.2 Hz into account. Therefore, wSEMD decompositions with window sizes
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Figure 6.2 Mean squared error between the original time series and the sum of all IMFs
and the residuum of wSEMD for step size K = 1, 2, 5, 10 and different window sizes
M = 20, . . . , 100.
M = 10, 20, . . . , 100 are examined in order to identify the optimal size parameter
yielding the desired results.
6.4.1 Mean Reconstruction Error between Residuum and
Original Data
As the first criterion for the choice of the wSEMD window, it is determined which
residuum meets the center of the original data best, by calculating the mean error
(ME) between the original time series x(tn) and the residua rM(tn) of all wSEMD
decompositions with window sizes M = 20, . . . , 100 of PAT 3:
ME =
1
N
N∑
n=1
(
x(tn)− rM(tn)
)
(6.1)
with N denoting the sample size. Since most estimates are obtained with step
size K = 1, this parameter is used from now on for the decomposition, if not
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stated otherwise. The absolute values of the mean error are depicted in figure 6.3.
The mean error hereby means the sample-wise difference between both time series
normalized by the sample size of the complete data set. The average ME for window
sizes M = 20, . . . , 100 amounts to 0.055. For M = 40, 50, 60 the ME is smallest,
therefore one can say, that those residua cover the oscillations of the original data
best. However, their deviations from the mean ME value are small and thus further
analyses will be performed in the following.
Figure 6.3 Mean error between the original time series and the residua of wSEMD for
step size K = 1 and different window sizes M = 20, . . . , 100.
6.4.2 Toy Data Experiment
An analysis with toy data is additionally performed to simulate the problem. There-
fore, 2048 different sine functions are generated using frequencies in the range of
0.00005 Hz ≤ ν ≤ 0.1024 Hz (∆ν = 0.00005 Hz), with 0.1 Hz being the highest
frequency that can be represented by data with a sampling rate of 0.2 Hz. All
sine waves have randomly distributed phases (0, . . . , 2pi) and amplitudes with ex-
ponentially decreasing values beginning with the lower frequencies, similar to the
neuromonitoring data. They are summed up and decomposed with wSEMD using
different window sizes M = 10, . . . , 100. Afterwards, the filtered data are analyzed
with the same methods as used in [66] to detect the sub-bands, which contain in-
formation. In short, windowed multi-taper spectral analysis (MTM) in combination
with a significance test is used to determine the percentage how often a specific
frequency is detected as significant within a very long time series. A more detailed
description of MTM is found in section 6.2.
Figure 6.4 shows these statistics for the selected window sizes. For clarity only
window sizes M = 10, . . . , 70 are depicted. It can be seen that all window sizes
beginning with M = 10 up to M = 50 contain a large amount of frequencies
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higher than the desired 0.002 Hz. For window sizes M = 60, . . . , 80 the distribution
decreases rapidly to zero shortly after the limit of 0.002 Hz and for M = 90, 100 the
frequencies lower than 0.002 Hz are already compromised. Because of the frequency
content in the residuum resulting from the window sizes, the latter seems optimal
in the range M = 60, . . . , 80.
Figure 6.4 The residua of wSEMD with different window sizes M = 10, . . . , 70 of the
toy data set and the original data analyzed by windowed multi-taper spectral analysis in
combination with a significance test. The percentage of being significant for every single
frequency (PSF) is shown with respect to the frequency in Hz.
6.4.3 Medical Data
For further investigation to determine, which window size to use, the above men-
tioned spectral tool multi-taper method (MTM) (see section 6.2 for details) is used
to analyze the different wSEMD residua of the ABP of PAT 3 (see figure 6.5) in-
cluding the distribution gained from the unfiltered data. For clarity only window
sizes M = 20, . . . , 90 are illustrated.
For M = 70, 80, 90, 100 – in contrast to the smaller window sizes – too much
power is removed from the distribution by wSEMD in the frequency range of
1 · 10−3 Hz ≤ ν ≤ 2 · 10−3 Hz. However, the residua of window sizes M = 20, . . . , 60
still contain a sufficiently high amount of power. Therefore, it is clear that the win-
dow sizes M = 20, . . . , 60 are to be preferred for the decomposition with wSEMD.
Additionally, it can be seen that the strength of the low frequencies is slightly in-
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creased by an appropriate wSEMD filtering, most likely due to an effective noise
reduction.
Figure 6.5 The residua of the wSEMD decomposition with different window sizes of the
ABP time series analyzed by a windowed multi-taper spectral analysis together with a
significance test. The ordinate shows the percentage of significant frequencies (PSF) and
the abscissa the frequency in Hz.
Taking all examinations into account the spectra of the residua obtained by wSEMD
with window sizes M = 10, . . . , 50 contain too many high frequencies and in those
of the residua of M = 70, . . . , 100 too much power in the desired frequency range
is removed. The residua of windows M = 40, 50, 60 meet the center of the original
data best. Therefore, in the following analyses of the correlations the residuum with
window size M = 60 will be used.
6.5 Significance Test for Correlation Coefficients
To estimate the average random correlation of non-isochronic segments of the
wSEMD filtered ABP, ICP and TPO time series, a statistical test is done with
respect to the segment size and the significance level.
The significance test is based on the mathematical model [8, 9] which predicts, that
the interdependencies within the neuromonitoring data appear without time delay,
thus isochronously in case of a failure of particular cerebral regulatory systems. Due
to that prediction, correlations will not, or rather only randomly, appear between
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two segments of the different time series, if their starting points are shifted relative to
each other. The time shift between the segments will have to be selected adequately,
taking into account, that the signals themselves could exhibit autocorrelation effects.
The minimal shift between the segments has to be larger than the autocorrelation
effects.
Mean Windowed Autocorrelation
The extent of the autocorrelation effects within the signals will be calculated by
means of the mean windowed autocorrelation in the following way: An ABP sig-
nal consisting of the residua of all patients’ time series, decomposed with wSEMD
(M = 60, K = 1) is used as input data for the test. The analysis is conducted com-
paring two segments of the time series, respectively. Randomly a starting point of
a first segment is chosen within the time series. The starting point of the second
window is selected to be the same as the first starting point plus a delay d. Then
the mean windowed autocorrelation CA between both windows is examined.
In general, the correlation in this thesis, denoted with C, means the Pearson corre-
lation and is calculated according to [65]:
C(x, y) =
cov(x, y)
σ(x)σ(y)
(6.2)
whereby x and y denote the two data sets, which are supposed to be compared,
cov(x, y) means the covariance of x and y and σ(x) the standard deviation of x.
The mean windowed autocorrelation is calculated, averaging over Z trials with Z
different random starting points of the windows:
CA(d) =
1
Z
Z∑
z=1
C(lz, lz + d) (6.3)
whereas lz and lz + d denote the two windows to be compared. In this case the
parameter is set to Z = 200 000. The analysis is conducted with respect to different
delay parameters d. That way an autocorrelation curve with respect to the delay
is obtained. It decreases from CA(0) = 1 to a fluctuation around CA(d) ≈ 0, for
approximately d ≥ 1000 choosing the window size L = 2048. The same results were
obtained with the ICP and TPO time series.
Also the impact of the window size is analyzed. It influences the results of the mean
windowed autocorrelation only marginally. To be sure the minimal delay for the
significance test will be set to d = 5000.
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Mean Windowed Significance Test
For the mean windowed significance test Z = 200 000 non-overlapping, i.e. non-
isochronic segments with an interval of at least d = 5000 samples between them –
due to the autocorrelation – are picked out of all three time series ABP, ICP and
TPO, respectively. Their starting points are chosen randomly in all of the Z trials.
Then the correlation coefficients C between all combinations of the three segments
are calculated. For different correlation limits (Clim = 0.01, . . . , 1) the percentage
of coefficients showing a higher correlation than that limit is determined. Only if
all three combinations of neuromonitoring data windows (ABP-ICP, ABP-TPO and
ICP-TPO) exhibit a larger coefficient C than the correlation limit, this case will be
counted as correlated. However, since non-isochronic segments are expected not to
be correlated, an error rate is established counting the wrong hits. The error rate
F (Clim) is assessed for various correlation limits Clim:
F (Clim) =
1
Z
Z∑
z=1
fClim(lz, lz′) (6.4)
with
fClim(lz, lz′) =
1 if C(lz, lz′) > Clim0 otherwise (6.5)
whereby lz and lz′ indicate the two windows to be compared. This test can be
conducted with different segment sizes L.
Furthermore, a significance level is set. It represents, that for each correlation limit
only a certain percentage of the segments is allowed to exceed this limit. This
means, that only a specific number of wrong hits are tolerated. Thus, the minimal
acceptable correlation limit for the chosen significance level can be determined.
In the following the significance test for the correlation coefficients is conducted,
first with varying segment sizes and afterwards with respect to various significance
levels.
6.5.1 Variation of the Segment Size
First of all the residua of the wSEMD decomposition with window size M = 60 and
step size K = 1 of the ABP, ICP and TPO time series of the six patients’ data
(PAT 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8) are calculated. A test data set is generated adding all patients’
residua of the ABP, ICP and TPO data, respectively, subsequently combined to one
time series. The significance test is done with segment sizes of L = 100, . . . , 2048 and
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in this case a significance level of 10 % is applied, meaning that only 10 % wrong hits
are accepted. Taking this significance level into account, a certain correlation limit
is computed for each segment size. Correlation coefficients of isochronic segments
of the data higher than that correlation limit are estimated to exhibit a significant
correlation.
Figure 6.6 shows the correlation limits of the whole data set consisting of the six
patients’ time series put subsequently into one time series for varying segment sizes.
The correlation limit decreases for increasing segment sizes, meaning that consider-
ing larger data intervals less wrong hits are found. For a segment size of e.g. L = 720,
which matches 1 hour of data, the correlation limit amounts to 0.5 for the whole
data set (with a significance level of 10 %). That means, that the correlation coeffi-
cient has to be higher than 0.5 to account for a significant correlation between ABP,
ICP and TPO, which seems reasonable.
Figure 6.6 Correlation limits for different segment sizes with a fixed significance level of
10 % for the whole data set consisting of a combination of all patients’ data sets.
In the following the influence of the significance limit on the correlation limit with
respect to a fixed segment size will be examined.
6.5.2 Variation of the Significance Limit
For further investigations, again, the data set with all patients’ brain status data
will be used, consisting of the residua of the ABP, ICP and TPO time series. They
were decomposed with wSEMD utilizing a window size of M = 60 and a step size
of K = 1. The significance limit will be varied and the segment size will be kept
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constant to L = 2048. Such an interval of the time series corresponds to roughly
2.8 h of the data, taking the sampling rate of 0.2 Hz into account. The significance
level is varied from 0.005 to 0.1, respectively, from 0.5 % to 10 %.
Figure 6.7 shows the correlation limit for increasing significance level. The correla-
tion limit ranges from around 0.35 to 0.65. It increases for decreasing significance
levels, as expected.
Figure 6.7 Correlation limits for various significance levels and for a fixed segment size of
L = 2048 which corresponds to ca. 2.8 h of the data.
A significance level of 5 % seems to be a reasonable choice and constitutes an often
used standard value in statistics and is, therefore, applied in the following analyses.
The correlation limits are calculated accordingly for all segment sizes, taking the
5 % significance level into account.
6.6 Analyzing Neuromonitoring Time Series
In this section the correlation analyses between the neuromonitoring time series are
applied. The analyses are conducted in the following way: A segment of a certain
segment size L is taken from the ABP time series and the same, isochronic segment
is equally cut out of the ICP and TPO data. The correlation between ABP-ICP,
ABP-TPO and ICP-TPO is calculated and the segments will be regarded correlated
if all three correlation coefficients exceed the previously calculated correlation limit.
Afterwards, the next segments are picked out shifted by 1 data point, i.e. the overlap
to the last segment amounts to L − 1 samples. Again the correlation between the
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three time series is calculated and checked for significance. This procedure is applied
until the end of the data is reached, yielding one sample per segment denoting
correlation between ABP, ICP and TPO or independence of the time series.
Following that, a comparison of the correlational analysis method to the previous
work with MTM (see section 6.2 for details) is drawn, using the same segment
size, namely L = 2048, for the analyses. Additionally, the consensus between the
investigations in the frequency and time domain is examined. Furthermore, testing
the stability of the results with decreasing the segment size, the optimal temporal
resolution is detected. The minimal segment size will be determined for a stable
and reliable localization of correlations as close to real-time analysis as possible.
Finally results within the neuromonitoring data sets exhibiting interdependencies,
respectively, no interdependencies are presented.
6.6.1 Comparison to MTM Analyses
Correlation analyses have already been executed with this data set using the win-
dowed multi-taper spectral analysis method (MTM) [10] (for a short description of
the method see section 6.2). The investigations have been conducted in the fre-
quency domain. In order to have a sufficient frequency resolution to examine the
time series, an amount of at least 2048 samples is necessary. The temporal res-
olution needs improvement, which thus cannot be implemented in the frequency
domain. Therefore, the correlation analyses are implemented with residua in the
time domain in this thesis. First of all a comparison between both methods – the
correlation evaluation and the MTM – is performed. To be able to do the compari-
son between MTM in the frequency and the correlation in the time domain precisely,
for the correlation analyses also a segment size of L = 2048 is utilized at first.
In figure 6.8 the comparison between both analyses are shown exemplarily. PAT 3 is
used as an example to show the interdependent segments found with MTM and with
the correlation with respect to time. Every marker denotes a time segment of 2048
samples in which ABP, ICP and TPO are significantly correlated. The significance
level is set to 5 %.
The correlation method detects a little more interdependent signals especially at
the beginning of the time series. However, both methods are very well in accord.
That both methods locate the interdependencies between the ABP, ICP and TPO
time series slightly shifted is expected, since the MTM, respectively, the Fourier
transform needs a full period of every frequency within the signal to detect it. It is
therefore possible, that the correlation method discovers an interdependency, while
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Figure 6.8 Correlated segments of PAT 3 found by MTM and correlation with segment
size L = 2048. The abscissa denotes samples n of the time series with a sampling interval
of ∆t = 5 s. The temporal scale corresponds to tn = ∆t · n.
MTM still needs further samples to complete a full period and discover the frequency
exhibiting interdependencies between the time series. Moreover, MTM is expected
to estimate the interdependencies quite conservatively due to its significance test,
which is applied first.
On the other hand, for the correlation method as well as for the MTM, it is likely
to happen, that interdependencies are located slightly delayed in time. Since it
can take some time until the interdependent part of the time series takes up the
majority of the considered segment, the other part of the time series still dominates
the resulting correlation measurement for a specific amount of time. Evaluating the
results, this has to be taken into account. This is true for all windowing methods.
Nevertheless, this situation can be moderated by applying smaller segment sizes,
which will be conducted in section 6.6.2.
Figure 6.9 quantitatively illustrates the consensus, respectively, the dissent, of the
two different research methods, MTM and correlation, for all analyzed patients. For
all data sets the percentage of cases, in which both methods agree, is counted. If
they do not coincide, the plot shows, which one sees an interdependency and which
one does not. The top line shows the percentage of segments, for which in general
consensus between MTM and the correlation method is measured. The other two
graphs denote the cases, in which MTM sees a similarity between both time series
and the correlation does not (MTM 1, corr 0) and the other way around (MTM 0,
corr 1). All three graphs add up to 1 for every patient.
As observed in the example of PAT 3 the MTM estimation of correlated segments
is a little more conservative in contrast to the correlation. Especially interesting is,
that the correlation method recognizes almost all cases, in which the MTM registers
interdependencies as well. Most of the dissents originate from additionally located
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Figure 6.9 Consensus between the MTM and correlation, which is additionally differen-
tiated by the cases with MTM showing interdependencies in contrast to the correlation
(MTM 1, corr 0) and vice versa (MTM 0, corr 1).
interdependencies by the correlation method, which will be regarded in detail later
on.
However, this plot has to be considered carefully. One has to keep in mind, that
the time series of located correlations resulting from both methods are compared
pointwise. Should the detected interdependency be shifted by only one sample,
this situation will be counted as dissent. Furthermore, the graph depends on the
employed significance level of the correlation method and the MTM, which is chal-
lenging to chose equivalently for both approaches.
As a first example, the significantly correlated period at the beginning of the data
set PAT 3 (see figure 6.8 at around n = 11 000) is considered, since in this interval
of the time series the correlation and the MTM disagree. As the absolute pressure
values of the brain status data differ vastly, an optical evaluation is not easy with
the raw data. A normalization of the illustrated interval of the ABP, ICP and TPO
data is implemented first. The normalization is performed thus:
fnorm(tn) =
f(tn)− f(tn)
σ
(6.6)
with fnorm(tn) denoting the normalized time series, f(tn) the raw data, f(tn) its
mean value and σ its standard deviation.
Figure 6.10 presents the detail, namely samples n = 10 000, . . . , 12 000, of the residua
of the ABP, ICP and TPO of PAT 3 decomposed with wSEMD using the window size
M = 60 and the step size K = 1. This segment is found correlated, which, by optical
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inspection, can be confirmed. The significant positive correlation between ABP-
TPO, especially, and the high negative correlation between ABP-ICP, respectively,
TPO-ICP is apparent. This particular interdependent signal interval was not located
by MTM.
Figure 6.10 A detail of the normalized ABP, ICP and TPO time series is presented featur-
ing interdependencies, which are detected by the correlation, but not by MTM. The ordi-
nate depicts the normed amplitude An and the abscissa the samples n = 10 000, . . . , 12 000
of the data.
Therefore, it can be concluded, that the correlation method detects slightly more in-
terdependencies than MTM, however this can only be attributed to the conservative
estimation of the multi-taper method. Another advantage of using the correlation
is, that a positive and negative correlation are automatically distinguished. Addi-
tionally computing the Hilbert phase difference, which is necessary after MTM, is
not required any more. The approach to locate the interdependencies in the time
domain by means of Pearson correlation can be considered reliable and thorough.
6.6.2 Analysis of the Segment Size
For the practical application of the presented method in an intensive care unit, it
would be optimal to be able to apply it as a real-time technique. Therefore, it
would be desirable to receive the results with a temporal resolution, which is as high
as possible. Further, a smaller segment size alleviates the effect to find correlations
slightly time delayed due to the windowed approach. To find the corresponding min-
imal segment size the influence of that parameter on the results is, thus, examined.
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The findings should, of course, be independent of the segment size.
The basis for the following examinations are the residua of ABP, ICP and TPO
obtained by wSEMD with window size M = 60 and step size K = 1 again. The
analyses are shown for PAT 3 exemplarily. The findings behave similarly for all data
sets though. Figure 6.11 depicts markers when a correlation between segments of
all three neuromonitoring time series ABP, ICP and TPO of PAT 3 occurs. The
horizontal lines of markers are shown with respect to time and every line stands for
the use of a different segment size L for the analyses. A marker respectively corre-
lation will only be illustrated, if the correlation limit is exceeded in the specific time
interval. Like in the previous analyses the initial significance level again amounts to
5 %.
Figure 6.11 Denoted with markers are segments with significant correlation between the
ABP, ICP and TPO time series of PAT 3. The analyses are conducted depending on the
segment size L. The abscissa shows the samples of the time series n with a sampling
interval of ∆t = 5 s. The temporal scale corresponds to tn = ∆t · n.
The localized correlations stay very stable for most of the tested segment sizes.
However, three different sectors can be spotted. One in the range of approxi-
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mately 1500 ≤ L ≤ 2048, the next roughly in 700 ≤ L ≤ 1400 and finally circa
100 ≤ L ≤ 600. In the middle range the correlated segments seem to subdivide
slightly. Beginning with ca. L = 600 (and lower) the found interdependencies start
to transform strongly. A higher number of correlation markers appear which are
spread over the time series more and more and are no longer clustered for decreas-
ing segment sizes. Thus, a segment size of L = 720, which corresponds to 1 h of
data, taking the sampling rate of 0.2 Hz into account, seems to be a reasonable
choice for the parameter. The located interdependencies remain mostly identical to
those found for higher segment sizes and equally L = 720 seems the best achievable
resolution. Hence, in the following the segment size parameter L = 720 will be
applied.
6.6.3 Correlations in Neuromonitoring Data
After an appropriate significance level (5 %) and segment size (L = 720, respectively,
1 h of data) have been chosen, the correlation analyses can finally be conducted with
a very good temporal resolution. Examples of periods containing interdependencies
and no significant correlation in the neuromonitoring data will be presented in the
following. The illustrated intervals of the ABP, ICP and TPO time series are nor-
malized before they are depicted as is shown in section 6.6.1 (see equation (6.6)).
No Significant Correlation
First of all an example interval of the brain status data exhibiting no significant
correlation is presented in contrast and as a possibility to compare to figure 6.10
and the subsequent figure 6.13 in this section, which show a high correlation. The
illustrated data interval features the gap in the correlation time series of figure 6.11
between sample 10 000 and 20 000. Presented in figure 6.12 are the residua filtered
with wSEMD (M = 60, K = 1) of the ABP, ICP and TPO normalized in the
particular data segment. The missing sample points at around n = 16 800 of the ICP
data mark a sensor failure. Also by optical inspection significant interdependencies
of all three data sets are not detectable.
Significant Correlation
Many segments of the data sets with significantly high correlation are detected
showing the interdependencies between the ABP, ICP and TPO time series. We
selected one particular part – visualized in figure 6.13 – located at the end of the
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Figure 6.12 A detail of the normalized ABP, ICP and TPO time series is presented featur-
ing no significant interdependencies detectable via the correlation method. The ordinate
depicts the normed amplitude An and the abscissa the samples n = 14 000, . . . , 17 800 of
the data. At around n = 16 800 the missing data points of the ICP time series exhibit a
sensor failure.
PAT 3 time series (c.f. figure 6.8), that has already been thoroughly discussed in [8,
10]: On the one hand, it has been evaluated with the help of the mathematical model.
On the other hand, this particular segment has also been detected as an interval
containing a large amount of interdependencies using the multi-taper method. The
correlation exhibits high values over a very long time span in this interval, the
median correlation of the presented data segment amounts to:
• −0.76 for ABP-ICP
• 0.81 for ABP-TPO
• −0.83 for ICP-TPO
Figure 6.13 again shows the residua decomposed with wSEMD using a window size
of M = 60 and K = 1 of all three time series, the arterial blood pressure, the
intracranial pressure and the tissue partial oxygen pressure. The high, negative cor-
relation between ABP-ICP and ICP-TPO and the high positive correlation between
ABP-TPO is already eminent only performing a visual examination of the plotted
residua.
The Pearson correlation in combination with wSEMD is, thus, able to dependably
detect interdependencies in neuromonitoring time series with a time resolution of
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Figure 6.13 A detail of the normalized ABP, ICP and TPO time series of PAT 3 ex-
hibiting a high correlation is illustrated. The ordinate depicts the normed amplitude
An and the abscissa the samples n = 58 000, . . . , 61 000 of the data.
only 1 h. Additionally, more interdependent segments within the brain status data
are located than with the MTM approach, since the estimation of the latter is quite
conservative. Furthermore, the type of correlation, positive or negative, is automat-
ically determined without the need of an additional analysis of the phase difference.
We demonstrated that the presented method reduces the amount of observation
time, needed to reliably detect the interdependencies within neuromonitoring data,
drastically.
Chapter 7
Application of wSEMD to
Pulsatile Brain Status Data
Due to (weighted) Sliding Empirical Mode Decomposition it is possible to apply the
EMD technique to very long biomedical time series with high sampling rate. Even
real-time analyses can be operated with the new wSEMD method. An example
for biomedical time series with a very high sampling rate are neuromonitoring data
recorded in the intensive care unit of the Department of Neurosurgery of the Uni-
versity Hospital Regensburg. With a sampling rate of 1 kHz and a duration of the
measurements of days and weeks those amounts of data points are hard to handle.
In order to learn more about the brain during a traumatic brain injury, it would be
especially interesting to detect differences between the behavior of the ABP – as the
input signal – and the ICP. Deviations between the ABP and the ICP might indicate
a change of the state of the brain, which might be caused by a modification of the
condition of the patient. In contrast to the slow variations, examined in chapter 6,
now the focus will lie on fast oscillating, nonlinear components of the signal, namely
the signals of the heartbeat and breathing mode.
Empirical Mode Decomposition is an appropriate technique to deal with the nonlin-
ear and nonstationary neuromonitoring data, which not many data analysis meth-
ods can claim. Therefore, the combination of brain status data and weighted Sliding
Empirical Mode Decomposition appears to offer promising results.
After a presentation of the used data sets in particular, the preprocessing with
singular spectrum analysis will be introduced. The behavior of wSEMD facing real
time series will be demonstrated analyzing the numerical accuracy, the compliance
of the IMF criteria and the influence of the ensemble size on the decomposition.
Finally, wSEMD will be applied to the brain status data and the separation of
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heartbeat and breathing mode with wSEMD will be presented. Additionally, the
amplitude of the heartbeat mode will be examined on a very small time scale,
whereby every period is considered. Subsequently, the mean amplitude averaged
over 300 s will be discussed.
7.1 Data Set
The data was recorded in the intensive care unit of the Department of Neurosurgery
of the University Hospital Regensburg during the treatment of patients with severe
brain trauma. The data sets contain arterial blood pressure (ABP) and intracranial
pressure (ICP) time series (see chapter 2). The sampling rate of the ABP and
ICP data yields 1 kHz in order to be able to thoroughly scan the single heartbeats.
The tissue partial oxygen pressure (TPO) can be recorded with an equally high
sampling rate, however its T90 time amounts to 32 s. The T90 time means that,
after a constant oxygen concentration, increasing it by 90 % the sensor needs 32 s
to measure the new concentration correctly. Thus, it is not reasonable to consider
TPO data with a sampling rate of more than 1 Hz. The TPO is, therefore, only
employed for the analyses in chapter 6.
The analyses of the wSEMD algorithm are exemplified with the arterial blood pres-
sure and later on also with the intracranial pressure of the data set PAT 14, a
segment of which is depicted in figure 7.1. The high amplitude spikes are caused by
the heartbeat and the slight longterm oscillations are generated by the mechanical
ventilation of the patient.
The data exhibit failures of the sensors from time to time due to external mani-
pulations by the medical staff. Those segments of the time series are replaced by
negative values in advance and are generally omitted for the investigations.
In the following n = 1, 2, . . . , N denotes the samples of the data, which yields the
temporal scale tn = n ·∆tn, with a time interval of ∆tn = 0.001 s between samples.
Note that the amplitudes are reduced and have to be multiplied by a factor 100 to
obtain the true values in [mmHg].
7.2 Singular Spectrum Analysis Preprocessing
Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA) is a signal processing method mostly used for
denoising or artifact reduction. In order to remove noise from the neuromonitoring
data, SSA preprocessing is applied first to every single window of the time series.
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Figure 7.1 An ABP (top) and ICP (bottom) segment of the data set PAT 14 is shown.
The ordinate illustrates the amplitude A and the abscissa the samples n of the data with
an interval of ∆tn = 0.001 s between the samples.
After the reconstruction of the data with a smaller amount of eigenvectors, the time
series are very smooth, yet the wave forms remain unchanged. The second advan-
tage of the SSA preprocessing consists of the fact that the relevant, respectively,
meaningful modes appear first after the decomposition with wSEMD, namely in
IMF 1 − 5 as will be described in section 7.6. Due to its high frequency, IMFs
containing noise would appear at the beginning otherwise.
In the following – after a short review of the principle of SSA – the parameters of
SSA, the size of the embedding matrix, the influence of the sample size and the
number of eigenvectors to reconstruct the new time series will be investigated upon.
Additionally, the SSA application to brain status data will be discussed. A part of
the arterial blood pressure time series of the PAT 14 data set will demonstrate the
properties of SSA regarding the choice of parameters.
7.2.1 The Principle of SSA
The great advantage of SSA is that it enables an analysis similar to Principal Com-
ponent Analysis (PCA) [67] for univariate data. SSA [68, 69, 70] is a nonparametric
spectral estimation technique, which first decomposes, then reconstructs a data set.
The principle of SSA is based on embedding a time series in a vector space and
conducting a Singular Value Decomposition. In the end the new time series is re-
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constructed using subgroups of the decomposed data (algorithm see [71]). SSA will
be described in detail in the following.
Embedding
The first step of Singular Spectrum Analysis is creating a matrix A out of a time
series a(t) via embedding with a time delay τ . Different subsets of values of the time
series a(tl), called lagged vectors, form the data matrix or trajectory matrix:
A =

a(tl)
a(tl + τ)
...
a(tl + nτ)
 (7.1)
In case of the algorithm used in this thesis, the selected time delay amounts to
τ = 1. With the sample size N of the time series, the embedding parameter L with
l = 1, . . . , L and the parameter K = N − L+ 1 the data matrix adds up to:
A =

a(tl)
a(tl + 1)
a(tl + 2)
...
a(tl + (K − 1))
 (7.2)
yielding an K × L matrix. Note that A is a Hankel matrix with equivalent entries
where the matrix indices i+ j = const. [72]. The further steps of the algorithm are
carried out with this data matrix.
Decomposition
With the embedded matrix a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [67] is conducted.
SVD describes a matrix A as a product of three specific matrices
A = USVT (7.3)
with which the singular values can be determined. Those characterize the properties
of the matrix similar to eigenvalues. SVD can be applied to any – also non-quadratic
– matrices. Singular Value Decomposition and the eigendecomposition are closely
related. For a normal (e.g. square, real, symmetric matrices) matrix A the SVD is
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equivalent to diagonalization via solving an eigenvalue problem.
In pracitical applications often the L×L lag-covariance matrix CA of the embedded
matrix is computed via:
CA = A
TA (7.4)
After that l = 1, . . . , L eigenvectors and eigenvalues are calculated according to [73]:
CAEl = λlEl (7.5)
The eigenvalues λl of CA denote the partial variance in the direction of the eigen-
vectors El. They are usually ordered by their magnitude.
The principal components Al are obtained projecting the data onto each eigenvector:
Al = AEl. (7.6)
Reconstruction
Finally, the data set is reconstructed again using a subset of eigenvectors. The
entire time series or parts of it, that correspond to trends or oscillations, can be
reconstructed using linear combinations of a subset of principal components and
eigenvectors, which then provide the reconstructed components. A diagonal averag-
ing (hankelization) over all entries with matrix indices i + j = const. is conducted
in order to obtain an univariate time series as final result.
7.2.2 SSA Parameters
The influence of the single SSA parameters on the resulting eigenvalues and on the
reconstructed time series are discussed in the following using neuromonitoring data.
Lag Parameter
One of the parameters influencing the eigenvalues resulting from the decomposition
is the size of the K×L embedding matrix with K = N−L+1. The size is composed
of the segment size, that means the vector length of the lagged vectors L and the
sample size of the complete time series N . In the following the focus will lie on the
embedding parameter L and subsequently on the sample size N .
For a constant sample size of N = 15 000 the embedding parameters L = 25, 50,
100, 200, 300, 400, 500 are used for the SSA decomposition. Figure 7.2 presents
the eigenvalues sorted by their magnitude for different L. The ordinate is plotted
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logarithmically as the magnitudes of the eigenvalues vary severely. The first 60
eigenvalues (for L = 25 all 25 and for L = 50 all 50) are presented in descending order
for all embedding parameters. Qualitatively all curves look very similar displaying
several bends. Due to the higher amount of eigenvalues for increasing lag parameter
L a more finely graduated reconstruction of the data is possible. Whereas, for
example, for L = 25 the first three eigenvalues cover several orders of magnitude,
those of L = 500 cover only two.
Figure 7.2 The eigenvalues of a part of the ABP of PAT 14 are shown after the SSA
decomposition with different embedding parameters L, whereby the sample size is kept
constant at N = 15 000. The logarithmic ordinate gives the values Vi and the abscissa the
number of the eigenvalues.
Selecting a large lag parameter, however, bears the disadvantage of a high com-
putational load and demand of working memory of the computer. Due to that
fact a trade-off between precision and computational requirement has to be found.
Exhibiting a good compromise is L = 50, which will be used in the following.
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Data Length
Another parameter influencing the decomposition results of SSA is the size of the
input data N . For constant embedding parameter L = 50 the sample size is varied
(N = 500, 1000, 2500, 5000, 10 000, 25 000, 50 000, 1 000 000, 2 000 000) for the SSA
decomposition. Figure 7.3 illustrates the eigenvalues sorted by their magnitude for
various N . Again, the ordinate is plotted in a logarithmic scale as the eigenvalues
differ extremely. The first 20 of all 50 eigenvalues are illustrated in the diagram
ordered by their magnitude with respect to the sample size N of the input data of
the SSA decomposition. All curves run almost parallel, whereas the total amount
of variance (sum of the eigenvalues) increases for increasing N , which renders the
single magnitudes of the eigenvalues higher. Qualitatively the reconstruction of the
time series should be similar for a fixed number of eigenvalues independent of the
sample size.
Figure 7.3 The first 20 eigenvalues of a part of the ABP of PAT 14 are shown after the
SSA decomposition with different sample sizes N for embedding parameter L = 50. The
logarithmic ordinate pictures the values Vi and the abscissa the number of the eigenvalues.
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As the SSA preprocessing step is applied to all data windows of wSEMD first, the
selection of the window size, which corresponds to the input data length N of SSA,
is mainly influenced by the desired results of the wSEMD decomposition. Due to the
altered frequency content of the IMFs and the residuum depending on the window
size (see section 4.2), the focus of the determination of N lies within wSEMD.
A suitable window size for the wSEMD decomposition to cover the breathing and
heartbeat mode (see section 7.6) is N = 15 000, which will be used in the following.
For the ICP time series of the PAT 14 data set the findings are qualitatively equal
to those of the ABP time series.
Number of Eigenvalues
A very important parameter determining the results is the number of eigenvectors
(EVs) to reconstruct the data. Their corresponding eigenvalues are arranged accord-
ing to their contribution to the data. A high magnitude of the eigenvalue means a
high variance of the data in that direction.
For the applications in the following the goal is a reconstruction of the low-frequency
oscillations of the data omitting the high-frequency noisy modes.
Figure 7.4 presents a detail of the time series ABP of the PAT 14 data set recon-
structed after SSA decomposition with a various amount of eigenvectors denoted by
the different colors. Additionally, the original time series of this interval of the data
is presented. Obviously only the first eigenvector is not sufficient to reconstruct the
data, the center of the time series is not met properly. Using the first 2 respectively
3 eigenvectors to reconstruct the data the center is met well, whereas it seems that
the third eigenvector is needed to retrace the low-frequency content of the original
data entirely. Especially at extremal areas of the time series the reconstruction with
3 EVs (see magenta graph in fig. 7.4) meets the center of the original data best.
Figure 7.5 demonstrates the absolute values of the mean error (ME)
ME =
1
N
N∑
n=1
(
f(tn)− f ′(tn)
)
(7.7)
between N = 15 000 samples of the original ABP time series f(tn) and the data
after SSA reconstruction f ′(tn) with N = 15 000 and L = 50 and increasing num-
bers of eigenvectors. The more EVs are used for the reconstruction the more similar
the result becomes to the original data. Additionally, a minimum appears using 4
eigenvectors to reconstruct the time series, however figure 7.4 illustrates that the
reconstruction with EVs 1 − 4 already contains too many fluctuations (of approxi-
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Figure 7.4 A detail of the time series ABP of PAT 14 is depicted after the SSA recon-
struction (N = 15 000 and L = 50) with different numbers of eigenvectors. Furthermore,
the detail of the original data is plotted. The ordinate depicts the amplitude A and the
abscissa the samples n of the data.
Figure 7.5 Absolute values of the mean error between the original time series ABP of
PAT 14 and the new time series after SSA reconstruction (N = 15 000 and L = 50) with
ascending numbers of eigenvectors is displayed.
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mately 90 Hz). Therefore, 3 eigenvectors will be used in the following to reconstruct
the data as a good trade-off between reconstruction quality and noise reduction.
Also for the ICP time series of the PAT 14 data set the results were qualitatively
equal to those of the ABP time series and therefore EVs 1−3 are used to reconstruct
the ICP as well.
7.2.3 SSA Applied to Brain Status Data
Finally SSA is applied to neuromonitoring data. Figures 7.6 and 7.7 present a de-
tail of the ABP and ICP time series of the PAT 14 data set. The upper trace,
respectively, shows the original time series, whereas the bottom plots depict the
SSA preprocessed data with a lag parameter of L = 50 reconstructed with 3 eigen-
vectors. After the reconstruction the time series look very smooth while the general
appearance remains unchanged. SSA removes the noise, however, the wave form is
conserved, which constitutes the advantage of that method. The preprocessing step
works well for the ABP as well as for the ICP data. Therefore, it will be applied
before the wSEMD decomposition of the pulsatile neuromonitoring time series.
Figure 7.6 The figure depicts a detail of the original arterial blood pressure of PAT 14
(top) and the SSA preprocessed time series with L = 50 and a reconstruction from 3
eigenvectors (bottom). The ordinate shows the amplitude A and the abscissa the samples
n of the data.
The advantage of the SSA preprocessing consists in the fact, that decomposing the
reconstructed time series with wSEMD no noisy IMFs will be obtained. Those are to
be avoided, since – depending on the noise – more or less IMFs containing noise can
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Figure 7.7 The figure depicts a detail of the original intracranial pressure of PAT 14
(top) and the SSA preprocessed time series with L = 50 and a reconstruction from 3
eigenvectors (bottom). The ordinate shows the amplitude A and the abscissa the samples
n of the data.
be created, which renders the joining together of the windows of wSEMD difficult.
On the other hand, with the important IMFs appearing first, namely in IMFs 1− 5
(see section 7.6), the ones containing relevant information do not have to be located
first within the other IMFs. Therefore, the SSA preprocessing will be applied to the
pulsatile neuromonitoring data in this thesis before wSEMD is operated.
7.3 Completeness and Numerical Accuracy
The completeness, respectively, the numerical accuracy of the applied wSEMD al-
gorithm is tested also for the pulsatile neuromonitoring data. In this case a segment
of the arterial blood pressure of the data set PAT 14 with 300 000 samples is used.
The wSEMD algorithm is applied with window size M = 15 000 and various ensem-
ble sizes E covering all divisors of M . The SSA preprocessing is implemented with
L = 50 using 3 eigenvectors to reconstruct the data.
However, the SSA preprocessing changes the original data and therefore the com-
pleteness has to be analyzed in comparison to the SSA preprocessed time series,
not the original data. Thus, SSA is applied to the original data sliding a window
of 15 000 samples with step size 1 over the time series and averaging over the esti-
mates for every data point using the same dimension of the embedding matrix and
number of eigenvectors to reconstruct the data. That way the input data for the
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wSEMD algorithm is recreated and can be used to analyze the numerical accuracy
of wSEMD applied to pulsatile brain status data. To do so, the mean squared error
(MSE) between the reconstructed input time series and the sum of all IMFs and
the residuum is calculated with respect to the ensemble size, which is illustrated in
figure 7.8.
Figure 7.8 MSE comparing the sum of all IMFs plus the residuum and the input data
reconstructed from the original data after SSA preprocessing. The mean squared errors
are presented with respect to the ensemble size used for the wSEMD decomposition.
As before (see sections 5.2 and 6.3) the difference between the sum of all IMFs and
the residuum of the neuromonitoring data with high sampling rate and the original
data, reconstructed after the SSA preprocessing, is extremely small. After some
fluctuations for large step sizes the MSE levels at a nearly constant and very small
value of around 10−11. The errors are by far below the accuracy of the measurements
of the brain status data (±10 %). The decomposition can, hence, be considered
precise aside from those numerical inaccuracies and no information loss due to the
decomposition can be observed. The basic requirement for the EMD decomposition
is therefore fulfilled by the wSEMD decomposition of the neuromonitoring data.
7.4 Examination of the IMF Criteria
The IMF criteria (see section 3.1) can also be evaluated with the biomedical neu-
romonitoring data with high sampling rate. As an example for such a time series
a part (N = 300 000) of the arterial blood pressure of the PAT 14 data set is em-
ployed in the following. Again the local average of the upper and lower envelopes
of the IMFs and difference between the number of extrema and zero crossings is
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checked. The time series are decomposed with window size M = 15 000 and ensem-
ble sizes covering all divisors of M (see previous section). The SSA preprocessing
is implemented with L = 50 using 3 eigenvectors to reconstruct the time series.
Furthermore, all investigations are executed additionally with EMD to be able to
compare both techniques. The IMF criteria are two of the few definitions EMD is
based on. Their adherence is, thus, of importance.
7.4.1 Mean Value
The local average of the upper U(tn) and lower L(tn) envelopes, m(tn), is used to
inspect, if the mean value is close to zero. For an investigation upon the mean value
of the IMFs, the mean of the absolute values of m(tn), denoted by S
S =
1
N
N∑
n=1
| m(tn) | (7.8)
is applied, whereas N denotes the number of samples. For comparison the average
of the absolute values of m(tn) is shown for wSEMD and EMD averaged over the
first 5 IMFs of both methods. The mean of the absolute values of the difference
between upper and lower envelope S is computed depending on the ensemble size.
Figure 7.9 illustrates S which is relatively small for both decompositions. After some
fluctuations for small ensemble sizes, the parameter S of the wSEMD decomposition
remains roughly constant. The IMFs of EMD reach smaller S values than the IMFs
of wSEMD, however its mean of the absolute values of m(tn) is still sufficiently
small. Therefore, one can say, that the first IMF criterion is fulfilled by wSEMD
applied to neuromonitoring data.
7.4.2 Number of Extrema and Zero Crossings
The absolute value of the difference between the number of extrema and zero cross-
ings (for convenience denoted with P in the following) with respect to the ensemble
size is illustrated in figure 7.10 for IMFs 1−5 of the ABP data of PAT 14 separately.
Again results of the wSEMD and EMD decomposition are plotted, to be able to com-
pare the different techniques. After some fluctuations for small ensemble sizes, the
difference P of wSEMD remains roughly constant in the progress. For all IMFs the
difference between extrema and zero crossings is smaller for the IMFs resulting of
the wSEMD decomposition than the ones of EMD, except for the first IMF. For
IMF 1 of wSEMD the difference P is relatively high. That stems from a jaggedness
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Figure 7.9 The ordinate of the diagram denotes the mean of the absolute values of the local
average of the upper and lower envelope of the IMFs of the PAT 14 ABP data, indicated
by S. It is depicted with respect to the ensemble size for the wSEMD (M = 15 000) and
EMD decomposition averaged over the first 5 IMFs.
of the signal in some areas, which produces additional extrema, regardless of the
distance between them.
This jitter appears especially in intervals with a relatively flat signal, however it
exhibits very small fluctuations. The interval between the amplitudes of most of
these extrema underrun the measurement precision of the data by far, yet they are
counted by the algorithm. To examine the extrema closely, first, the mean amplitude
of the ABP signal is calculated. On that account, the highest maximum and lowest
minimum of every heartbeat period of the time series is determined. In a time
period of 300 s, about Nmax = 300 of those maxima (nmax) and Nmin = 300 of those
minima (nmin) of the time series are located. The mean amplitude is calculated
averaging over the y-values of the maxima A(nmax) and minima A(nmin) separately
and summing up their absolute values. The result is divided by the factor 2:
A =
1
2
(∣∣∣∣∣ 1Nmax
Nmax∑
n=1
A(nmax)
∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣ 1Nmin
Nmin∑
n=1
A(nmin)
∣∣∣∣∣
)
(7.9)
Also the amplitude differences between all extrema, not just the two extrema of
every heartbeat period, are calculated. They are indicated by Di and are defined as
the absolute differences between the amplitude of a minimum and of its subsequent
maximum and vice versa. As an example IMF 1 of the ABP signal decomposed
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Figure 7.10 The illustration shows the absolute difference between extrema and zero
crossings of IMFs 1− 5 of the PAT 14 ABP time series. EMD and wSEMD (M = 15 000)
decompositions are compared with respect to the ensemble size.
with ensemble size E = 50 is considered. Its mean amplitude yields A = 0.34.
Its total number of extrema is 11 676 and the number of zero crossings amounts to
4 607, in this case. Therefore, 7 069 “wrong” extrema are located, which constitutes
60 % of the found maxima and minima. The amplitude differences Di between the
extrema of IMF 1 yield, that 79 % of Di are smaller than 0.01 ·A and 70 % of Di are
even smaller than 0.001 · A. Thus, the amplitude differences between those wrong
additional extrema are marginal.
See figure 7.11 depicting a detailed view of IMF 1 of the ABP time series (decom-
posed with EMD and wSEMD with E = 50) for an example of the jitter: The
counted maxima and minima are marked with crosses and circles, respectively. The
amplitude differences are hardly recognizable for the wSEMD time series. There-
fore, the large difference between extrema and zero crossings is to be contemplated
critically. Those additional extrema cannot be regarded as typical riding waves. In
contrast, the same interval resulting from EMD features a noisy signal oscillating
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with about 350 Hz, instead of a constant signal, producing more zero crossings,
which formally leads to a better ratio of extrema and zero crossings for EMD.
Figure 7.11 Illustrated is a detail of IMF 1 of the ABP time series decomposed with EMD
and wSEMD (E = 50). The markers indicate the maxima and minima to be counted. The
ordinate gives the amplitude A of the time series and the abscissa depicts the samples n.
Both algorithms formally do not adhere to the IMF criterion, the difference between
extrema and zero crossings is larger than 1. The reason for this is that the stopping
criterion of the used algorithm (for EMD and wSEMD) does not directly check the
compliance of the second IMF criterion, but applies a constant number of sifting
steps, namely 10. The advantage is, that equivalent oscillatory modes are found in
identical IMFs so that averaging is possible.
All in all one can conclude that the first IMF criterion is fulfilled for brain status
data. The second IMF criterion, however, is formally neither achieved by wSEMD,
nor by EMD. But the difference between extrema and zero crossings is mostly small.
Thus, the application of wSEMD to biomedical data can be conducted.
7.5 Influence of the Ensemble Size
In contrast to toy data, it is not possible for real data to compare the IMFs to
the original components in order to assess the reconstruction quality. Thus, the
IMFs resulting from the decomposition with ensemble size E = i are compared to
the IMFs obtained by the ensemble size E = j, whereas E = i and E = j are
“neighboring“ ensemble sizes. That means, we compare successive ensemble sizes,
respectively, divisors of the window size M . The idea behind this test is to identify
ensemble sizes that are big enough, so that the resulting IMFs are robust against
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further increase. As method for the comparison the mean squared error (MSE) is
used again.
A part (N = 300 000) of the ABP data of PAT 14 is decomposed with wSEMD
using a fixed window size of M = 15 000 and all divisors of M served as ensemble
size parameters. In figure 7.12 the MSEs between decompositions with subsequent
ensemble sizes E = i and E = j are shown averaged over the first 5 IMFs. The
MSEs between the IMFs change the most for small subsequent ensemble sizes. With
increasing ensemble sizes the MSEs decrease and become very small and roughly con-
stant. Beginning with an ensemble of about E = 50 the IMFs of the decomposition
with wSEMD are therefore very similar, so that for practical applications an en-
semble size of E = 50 seems to constitute a good trade-off between decomposition
quality and computational load.
Figure 7.12 MSEs between IMFs of the wSEMD decomposition with E = i and their
subsequent ensemble sizes E = j averaged over IMF 1− 5 are shown. The ensemble sizes
of the x-axis hereby mean those, which are compared to their successor, e.g. E = 50 is
compared to E = 60. As exemplary neuromonitoring time series the ABP of PAT 14 is
used.
Additionally, all ensemble sizes E = j are compared to the IMFs of the decomposi-
tion with step size K = 1, meaning E = 15 000, which is supposedly the most precise
decomposition result of wSEMD, as this parameter yields most suggestions for one
data point. As before the window size M = 15 000 is employed and the different di-
visors of M are utilized as ensemble sizes. Figure 7.13 shows the MSEs between the
IMFs 1, 2, . . . , 5 decomposed with wSEMD using E = 15 000 and utilizing ensemble
sizes E = j.
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Figure 7.13 MSEs between IMFs 1, 2, . . . , 5 of the wSEMD decomposition with E = 15 000
and all other ensemble sizes E = j are depicted. As exemplary brain status time series
the ABP of PAT 14 is utilized.
Again, after some fluctuations of the MSEs for small ensemble sizes, the decompo-
sition results do not differ much for increasing E and become almost constant. It
is obvious that IMF 1 with the highest frequency demonstrates the smallest MSEs
and thus the highest resemblance of all IMFs for various parameters E, while the
appearance of the following IMFs varies stronger with changing ensemble size.
The reason for this is presumably, that imprecision or errors emerge at the high-
frequency IMFs and those defects propagate to signal components extracted later.
Furthermore, the low-frequency IMFs feature the least amount of extrema and thus
knots for the spline interpolation. Their reconstruction is, hence, most prone to
inaccuracy.
Concluding it is to say that the decomposition with wSEMD using small ensemble
sizes is susceptible to defects or inaccuracies, however beginning with approximately
E = 50 the decomposition results become very stable and the differences between
the decompositions executed with different parameters become very small. Hence,
the latter ensemble size marks a good trade-off between decomposition quality and
computational load and can be used for practical applications, for which computa-
tion time is an important factor.
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7.6 Separating Heartbeat and Breathing Mode
Two especially interesting oscillatory components exist within the neuromonitoring
data, namely the heartbeat and the breathing mode. The heartbeat mode possesses
a frequency of roughly 1 Hz and the breathing produces a frequency of roughly
0.25 Hz, whereas its period is relatively constant, as the patients are ventilated
mechanically. Separating the heartbeat and breathing mode of the neuromonitoring
signals, the arterial blood pressure (ABP) and intracranial pressure (ICP), would
be very helpful for facilitating analyses to truly understand the data.
Comparing the behavior of heartbeat and breathing mode in the ABP and ICP
components and especially locating differences between both measurements, inter-
esting insights in the status of the patients can be gained. The advantage would
additionally be, that changes of the condition of the patient can be registered with
a high temporal resolution, almost in real-time, since the periods of the observed
oscillations are very short and variations occur on a small time scale.
The separation will be executed with wSEMD in the following for the arterial blood
pressure and the intracranial pressure. With the help of the SSA preprocessing step
the noise components have already been removed. Thus, the relevant modes are to
be found in the first IMFs containing the highest frequencies.
7.6.1 Arterial Blood Pressure
Figure 7.14 depicts the first 5 IMFs of the decomposition of an ABP segment (50 s)
of the PAT 14 data set. The decomposition is performed with wSEMD using a
window size of M = 15 000 and a step size of K = 1, whereas the SSA preprocessing
step is operated with L = 50 and 3 eigenvectors are used to reconstruct the data.
Figure 7.15 shows the fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) of IMFs 1− 5. The first three
IMFs feature a higher frequency than IMF 4 and 5. The FFTs illustrate clearly
that IMFs 1− 3 feature a frequency of around 1 Hz and its harmonics and therefore
belong to the heartbeat and IMFs 4−5 exhibit oscillations with a period of about 4 s
and show thus the breathing component. As could already be suspected examining
figure 7.1 the heartbeat mode is not an IMF and does not obey the IMF criteria, that
the number of extrema and zero crossings has to be equal, respectively, has to differ
at most by one and that the local average of the upper and lower envelopes of an
IMF has to be zero. Therefore, it is not surprising to find the heartbeat oscillations
split up into three different IMFs and equally the breathing mode divided into two
components.
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Figure 7.14 IMFs 1-5 of wSEMD (K = 1,M = 15 000, preprocessed with SSA L = 50,
3 EVs) of an ABP segment of PAT 14 are shown containing the heartbeat and breathing
modes. The ordinate shows the amplitude A and the abscissa the samples n of the data.
Figure 7.15 The FFTs of IMFs 1-5 of an ABP segment of PAT 14 are shown, featuring
the heartbeat and breathing modes. The ordinate holds the amplitude A and the abscissa
the frequency of the time series measured in Hz.
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Figure 7.16 illustrates the sum of IMFs 1− 3, respectively, the heartbeat (top) and
IMFs 4− 5, respectively, the breathing mode (bottom) and figure 7.17 additionally
depicts the FFTs of both signals. In those figures one can observe clearly the
very good frequency separation between the two oscillations. According to the
FFTs the heartbeat mode exhibits a frequency of around 1.2 Hz and consists of this
main frequency contribution together with its harmonics. The breathing component
features a clear and steep peak at around 0.3 Hz. In the combined signals no mode
mixing is observable in the FFTs and in the time series only one period of the
heartbeat with slightly reduced amplitude is observable at the end.
Figure 7.16 The heartbeat composed of IMFs 1-3 (top) and the breathing mode con-
structed by IMFs 4-5 (bottom) of the ABP time series of PAT 14 is illustrated. The
ordinate illustrates the amplitude A and the abscissa the samples n of the data.
Figure 7.17 The FFT of the heartbeat composed of IMFs 1-3 (top) and the breathing
mode constructed by IMFs 4-5 (bottom) of the ABP data of PAT 14 is depicted. The
ordinate holds the amplitude A and the abscissa the frequency of the time series in Hz.
The data in the time domain, as well as the data in the frequency domain, generally
appear very regular and smooth. By optical inspection wSEMD seems to success-
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fully separate heartbeat and breathing mode. A more thorough and systematic
investigation will be performed in section 7.6.3.
7.6.2 Intracranial Pressure
A similar analysis is now accomplished for the intracranial pressure, in order to ob-
serve its response to the decomposition with wSEMD. The parameters of wSEMD
applied in this case are M = 15 000 and a step size of K = 1 and the SSA prepro-
cessing step is performed with L = 50 and 3 eigenvectors are used to reconstruct
the time series. Figure 7.18 illustrates IMFs 1 − 5 of the decomposition of an ICP
segment of 50 s of the PAT 14 data set, which is isochronic to the previously pre-
sented interval of the ABP time series. Figure 7.19 shows the individual FFTs of
the first 5 IMFs.
The first 3 IMFs feature a higher frequency than IMF 4−5. The FFTs depict clearly
that IMFs 1−3 possess a frequency of around 1 Hz and its harmonics and therefore
belong to the heartbeat and IMFs 4− 5 show the breathing component, since they
feature oscillations with a period of ca. 3 − 4 s. As already demonstrated with the
ABP data, the heartbeat mode is not an IMF and thus does not obey the IMF
criteria. Hence, it is expected to find the heartbeat oscillations divided into three
different IMFs and equivalently the breathing mode split up into two components.
Figures 7.20 and 7.21 show the sum of the first 3 IMFs (the heartbeat mode, top) and
IMFs 4− 5 (the respiration mode, bottom) and in addition the FFTs of both time
series. In those illustrations one can observe the good separation of the frequency
of the two modes. According to the FFTs, the heartbeat mode exhibits a frequency
of around 1.2 Hz and, again, consists of this main frequency contribution together
with its harmonics. The breathing component possesses a distinct and steep peak
at around 0.3 Hz. Mode mixing is not observable in the FFT of the combined
signals, however at two points in time of the heartbeat time series the amplitude
looks a little shortened, whereas simultaneously the breathing amplitude is slightly
increased. The data in the time domain, as well as the data in the frequency domain,
appear very regular and smooth in general. The separation seems to have succeeded
judging by optical inspection.
Generally, the heartbeat oscillation seems to be more easily extractable, since mode
mixing in the breathing mode, stemming from the heartbeat with its high amplitude,
disturbs the breathing more than the other way around. Furthermore, the amplitude
ratios of the breathing and heartbeat mode is different in the ABP and ICP. For the
ABP it amounts to approximately 0.15, whereas it adds up to about 0.4 for the ICP.
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Figure 7.18 IMFs 1-5 of wSEMD (K = 1,M = 15 000, preprocessed with SSA L = 50,
3 EVs) of an ICP segment of PAT 14 are shown containing the heartbeat and breathing
modes. The ordinate shows the amplitude A and the abscissa the samples n of the data.
Figure 7.19 The FFTs of IMFs 1-5 of an ICP segment of PAT 14 are shown, featuring
the heartbeat and breathing modes. The ordinate holds the amplitude A and the abscissa
the frequency of the time series measured in Hz.
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Figure 7.20 The heartbeat composed of IMFs 1-3 (top) and the breathing mode con-
structed by IMFs 4-5 (bottom) of the ICP time series of PAT 14 is illustrated. The
ordinate illustrates the amplitude A and the abscissa the samples n of the data.
Figure 7.21 The FFT of the heartbeat composed of IMFs 1-3 (top) and the breathing
mode constructed by IMFs 4-5 (bottom) of the ICP data of PAT 14 is depicted. The
ordinate holds the amplitude A and the abscissa the frequency of the time series in Hz.
This may also render the decomposition of the ICP into heartbeat and breathing
mode easier.
However, in the following a thorough analysis concerning the separation of heartbeat
and breathing mode will be operated.
7.6.3 Analysis of the Separability
In order to examine the quality of the heartbeat and breathing mode separation
of the ABP and ICP, both will be compared in the following. The whole data set
PAT 14 with the sample size N = 74 100 000, corresponding to approximately 21 h
of data, constitutes a rather short data set. It is utilized in the following and first
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preprocessed with SSA using, again, a lag parameter of L = 50 and 3 eigenvectors
to reconstruct the data. ABP and ICP are decomposed employing a window size of
M = 15 000 and an ensemble size of E = 50 so that K = 300, as those parameters
offer a reasonable number of estimates for practical applications (see section 7.5).
Original Data/IMFs 1− 5: ABP compared to ICP
Before the heartbeat and breathing mode are decomposed, the general benefit of
the wSEMD separation is tested first. Therefore, the whole original ABP and ICP
time series are split up into segments of Ni = 300 000 samples, respectively, 300 s.
For every of those 300 000 sample intervals of the data the correlation and mutual
information (MI) [74] (for the algorithm see [75]) between the isochronic segments of
the ABP and ICP time series of PAT 14 is computed, in order to evaluate the amount
of interdependencies present within the data. In contrast to the original data, the
same correlational calculations are applied for the SSA/wSEMD preprocessed data
between the summed up IMFs 1 − 5 of the ABP and ICP time series of PAT 14,
which represent the heartbeat plus the breathing mode. Note that for the parts of
the time series exhibiting a failure of the sensor the correlation and MI coefficient is
set to −1.
The correlation and MI between the ABP and ICP of the original data is depicted
in figure 7.22. The analysis results between IMFs 1 − 5 (heartbeat and breathing
mode) of ABP and ICP are shown in figure 7.23. Note that the upper limit for
Figure 7.22 The figure presents the correlation and MI coefficients for intervals of 300 000
samples, respectively, between the original ABP and ICP data of PAT 14. The ordinate
denotes the correlation, respectively, MI coefficients and the abscissa time in seconds.
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the mutual information is larger than 1, in contrast to the correlation, which can
also adopt negative values. It is obvious that the correlation graphs obtained for
the wSEMD filtered data appear smoother and exhibit a smaller amount of outliers.
Moreover, the correlation values are quantitatively much lower for the raw original
ABP and ICP data and are spread over a wider range. The two test methods,
correlation and mutual information, are well in accord. Generally very high values
are obtained for the wSEMD filtered time series. The mean of the correlation time
series of the original data amounts to 0.40, the MI to 0.33, whereas for the wSEMD
filtered data the average correlation accounts 0.64 and the MI 0.62. The filtering,
therefore, seems to be able to remove noise and other undesired signal modes, which
results in increased correlation and MI coefficients.
Figure 7.23 The figure presents the correlation and MI coefficients for intervals of 300 000
samples, respectively, between the summed first 5 IMFs (heart and breathing mode) of
ABP and ICP of PAT 14. The ordinate denotes the correlation, respectively, MI coeffi-
cients and the abscissa time in seconds.
Heartbeat/Breathing Mode: ABP compared to ICP
Now it will be tested, if similar results can be obtained considering the heartbeat,
respectively, breathing mode separately. After the decomposition, the whole time
series is split up in segments of Ni = 300 000 samples again and for every interval a
separation of heartbeat and breathing mode is performed. Since with the condition
of the patient also the time series change over time, it cannot be guaranteed that
the heartbeat modes are always found in IMFs 1 − 3 and the breathing in 4 − 5.
It is, for example, possible that IMFs 1 − 2 suffice to reconstruct the heartbeat
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and the breathing is divided into IMFs 3− 5. Therefore, an automatic test is done
first to evaluate the single IMFs. The analysis algorithm is based on the FFTs
of the individual IMFs in which the highest peak and thus the largest frequency
contribution is detected. With the previous knowledge of the heartbeat occurring
at around 1 − 2 Hz and the breathing at around 0.2 − 0.3 Hz, the IMFs can be
classified as one or the other via their main oscillation. Afterwards the oscillations
belonging to the heartbeat and the ones of the breathing are summed up in two
time series.
The correlation and mutual information coefficients between the heartbeat of ABP
and ICP are calculated and the correlation and MI of the breathing modes of ABP
and ICP likewise. In figure 7.24 and figure 7.25 these coefficients are illustrated.
Figure 7.24 The figure presents the correlation and MI coefficients for intervals of 300 000
samples, respectively, between the heartbeat of ABP and ICP of PAT 14. The ordinate
denotes the correlation, respectively, MI coefficients and the abscissa time in seconds.
For both analyses the two test methods, correlation and mutual information, are well
in accord and exhibit high values universally. Especially for the heartbeat the single
coefficients illustrate an almost continuous signal denoting more or less interdepen-
dencies between the ABP and ICP. The average correlation of the heartbeat modes
amounts to 0.63 and the MI to 0.62. The average correlation of the breathing modes
accounts 0.61 and 0.43 for the MI. The coefficients for the breathing mode show a
graph which is a little more fuzzy suggesting that the extraction of the heartbeat is
more robust.
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Figure 7.25 The figure presents the correlation and MI coefficients for intervals of 300 000
samples, respectively, between the breathing mode of ABP and ICP of PAT 14. The
ordinate denotes the correlation, respectively, MI coefficients and the abscissa time in
seconds.
ABP/ICP: Heartbeat compared to Breathing Mode
Finally, the separability of the heartbeat and breathing mode within the ABP, re-
spectively, ICP time series is examined. Again, the heartbeat and breathing mode
are separated and for every 300 s interval of the data the correlation and mutual
information between the heartbeat and breathing time series of the ABP is com-
puted in order to evaluate, if interdependencies are still present. If not we assume
that both time series are independent and the separation was successfully performed
with wSEMD. Note that in case of sensor failures the correlation and MI coefficients
are set to −1 again.
Figure 7.26 depicts the correlation and mutual information coefficients for the 247
segments of Ni = 300 000 samples of the ABP, presented with respect to the time in
seconds. Note that the correlation can adopt negative values and the maximal mu-
tual information is larger than 1. Both, the correlation and MI coefficients, exhibit
very small values, especially in contrast to the previous analyses. The correlation
values even display a negative correlation of the two time series. The average correla-
tion accounts −0.09 and the mean MI amounts to 0.14. Both methods of evaluation
agree in their assessment of the interdependencies of the heartbeat and breathing,
since the resulting values run almost completely symmetrically. The coefficients for
the ICP time series are equally symmetric and even smaller (c.f. figure 7.27). The
mean correlation amounts to −0.05 and the average MI is 0.10.
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Figure 7.26 The diagram illustrates the correlation and mutual information coefficients
for intervals of 300 000 samples (300 s), respectively, between the heartbeat and breathing
mode of the ABP of PAT 14. The ordinate denotes the correlation, respectively, MI
coefficients and the abscissa time in seconds.
Figure 7.27 The diagram depicts the correlation and mutual information coefficients for
intervals of 300 000 samples (300 s), respectively, between the heartbeat and breathing
mode of the ICP of PAT 14. The ordinate shows the correlation, respectively, MI coeffi-
cients and the abscissa time in seconds.
The deviations from zero may originate from mode mixing in the neuromonitoring
data decomposition. However, judging by the FFTs illustrated in figures 7.17 and
7.21 that effect is supposed to be very small. The correlation and MI values may
also stem from an amplitude modulation of the heartbeat signal by the breathing
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mode. Thus, a closer look on the heartbeat amplitude of the time series will be
taken subsequently.
7.7 Examination of the Heartbeat Amplitude
The above detected interdependencies between the heartbeat and breathing mode
of the ABP and ICP, respectively, are very small, but still exist. Due to this weak
coupling further evaluations concerning the amplitudes are conducted. To be able
to examine the developing of the ABP and ICP neuromonitoring time series the
amplitude of the heartbeat is selected as parameter to observe. Furthermore, it
would be very interesting to find discrepancies between the behavior of the ABP
and ICP. Such differences might indicate a change of the state of the patient’s
brain.
To learn more about the heartbeat a closer look at the IMFs, extracted with wSEMD
(M = 15 000, K = 300), is taken. Again, the ABP and ICP of the data set PAT 14
are used after preprocessing with SSA, using a lag parameter of L = 50 and 3
eigenvectors to reconstruct the time series. In the following the amplitude of the
heartbeat in the ABP and ICP is analyzed thoroughly. Sensor failures are omitted
as before in the tests.
The examined amplitude is first presented on a time scale covering every single
oscillation period individually and second, averaged over a wider time range, so that
one mean amplitude data point is obtained for every 300 s of data.
7.7.1 Amplitude of the Heartbeat Periods
First, the amplitudes of the single heartbeat periods will be examined. On that
account, the maximum and minimum of every heartbeat period of the time series is
determined. The heartbeat amplitudes Ai of the individual periods are calculated
by averaging over the y-values of both minima at the beginning A(mini) and end
A(mini+1) of a period. Then, this value is subtracted from the y-value of the max-
imum A(maxi) located between the two minima and the result is divided by the
factor 2:
Ai =
1
2
(
A(maxi)− 1
2
(
A(mini) + A(mini+1)
))
(7.10)
This procedure is applied to all heartbeat periods of the ABP and ICP of the data
set PAT 14, omitting the sensor failures. Thus, a time series is obtained denoting
the changing heartbeat amplitude over time. To be able to compare, this analysis
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is conducted for the heartbeat mode alone and additionally for the heartbeat plus
the breathing mode. The heartbeat amplitude of the heartbeat plus breathing mode
(IMFs 1−5) of the ABP is depicted in figure 7.28 (top trace), and solely the heartbeat
mode of the ABP, is presented in figure 7.28 (second trace). Furthermore, the
heartbeat amplitude of the heartbeat plus breathing mode of the ICP is illustrated
in figure 7.28 (third trace) and additionally only the heartbeat amplitudes of the
heartbeat mode of the ICP in figure 7.28 (bottom trace). The temporal resolution
amounts to approximately 1 Hz, respectively, the momentary heartbeat frequency.
The heartbeat amplitude development over time is fluctuating quite strongly. It
changes severely within small amounts of time. Depicted is a total of approximately
21 h of data. Due to the slight mode mixing more outliers are observable, when
only the heartbeat mode is taken into account, than when heartbeat and breathing
mode (IMFs 1− 5) are considered, which applies particularly for the ICP. However,
the general runs of the time series, with and without the breathing mode, are nearly
identical. Between the ABP and ICP, differences can be observed, which may indi-
cate a change within the system. Note, for example, the discrepancy between the
ABP and ICP at around 5.8 · 104 s. First, the heartbeat amplitude development
time series are examined in a detailed view, though.
Figure 7.29 presents a detailed view of the time series of figure 7.28. Again in the top
trace the heartbeat plus breathing mode, namely IMFs 1−5, of the ABP are shown,
in the second trace solely the heartbeat mode of ABP is depicted. Presented in the
third trace is the heartbeat amplitude development of the heartbeat plus breathing
mode of the ICP and in the bottom trace only the heartbeat mode of the ICP is
shown. Depicted is the part of the ABP and ICP data, that is also shown in figures
7.16 and 7.17 (ABP) and figures 7.20 and 7.21 (ICP). Note that in those FFTs, no
frequency mode mixing is observable.
In figure 7.29 an amplitude modulation is detectable, though. The heartbeat ampli-
tude fluctuates with a period of approximately four heartbeats, since every marker
in the graph denotes one beating of the heart. Hence, the frequency of this modu-
lation is about 0.25 Hz, assuming a heartbeat frequency of 1 Hz. This is observable
not only for the representation of the heartbeat together with the breathing mode,
but also for that of the heartbeat mode alone and for both time series, the ABP
and ICP. Although the amplitude modulation is not quite as regular as in traces
one and three, traces two and four exhibit the same oscillations. Obviously, after
the separation of the heart and breathing mode an amplitude modulation of the
latter is still detectable in the heartbeat time series. Judging from the FFTs of both
separated signals (see figures 7.17 and 7.21), however, the frequencies are clearly
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Figure 7.28 The heartbeat amplitude development of the heartbeat plus breathing mode
of ABP (top trace), solely the heartbeat mode of ABP (second trace), the heartbeat plus
breathing mode of ICP (third trace), and only the heartbeat mode of ICP (bottom trace)
are depicted. The ordinate denotes the heartbeat amplitude A and the abscissa time in
seconds.
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Figure 7.29 A detailed view of the heartbeat amplitude of the heartbeat plus breathing
mode of ABP (top trace), solely the heartbeat mode of ABP (second trace), the heartbeat
plus breathing mode of ICP (third trace), and only the heartbeat mode of ICP (bottom
trace) are depicted. The ordinate denotes the heartbeat amplitude A and the abscissa
time in seconds.
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decomposed.
Therefore, one can assume that both oscillations, the heartbeat and breathing mode,
cannot be completely separated, respectively, are not entirely independent.
7.7.2 Mean Amplitude of the Heartbeat
In order to avoid the influence of the breathing amplitude modulation and to only
consider the developing of the heartbeat, its amplitude is examined on a larger time
scale now. Therefore, the mean amplitude is computed as described in section 7.4.2
in equation (7.9), which also renders it more robust concerning amplitude outliers in
case of slight mode mixing. Thus, every marker in figures 7.30 stands for the mean
amplitude of 300 s, respectively, 5 minutes of data. Due to sensor failures some data
points are omitted.
Figure 7.30 visualizes the mean amplitude of the extracted heartbeat mode of the
ABP and ICP neuromonitoring time series. The mean heartbeat amplitude of the
ABP features much higher values than the one of the ICP. Comparing the graphs
to figure 7.28 the main characteristics of the curves are maintained, considering the
mean amplitude representation. The developing is almost identical for both corre-
sponding graphs, respectively, independent of their different temporal scales, which
can be observed for both, the ABP and ICP data. Therefore, no main characteristics
are lost via averaging the amplitude values over longer time intervals, whereby the
temporal resolution of one data point per 300 s is still very good.
Figure 7.30 The diagram illustrates the mean amplitudes for intervals of 300 s of the
heartbeat mode of the ABP and ICP of PAT 14. Intervals with sensor failures are omitted.
The ordinate denotes the mean amplitude A and the abscissa time in seconds.
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Equal amplitudes of the heartbeat mode in the ABP and ICP cannot be expected,
since the damping of the heartbeat amplitude of the ICP with respect to the ABP
variations is estimated to be much higher in the brain tissue. However, the variations
of the amplitudes of the ABP and ICP in comparison, may comprehend information
about the intracranial environment. To be able to observe the characteristics of the
data and the developing of the two curves better in contrast, both mean amplitude
time series are normalized via subtraction of their mean values and division by their
standard deviations (see equation (6.6)).
Figure 7.31 presents the normalized mean amplitudes of the heartbeat mode of the
ABP and ICP with a resolution of one data point per 300 s of neuromonitoring time
series. Again, in case of the failure of a sensor, the amplitude value is omitted in
the figure.
Figure 7.31 The figure depicts the normalized mean amplitudes for intervals of 300 000
samples (300 s) of the heartbeat mode of the ABP and ICP of PAT 14. Segments with
sensor failures are omitted. The ordinate denotes the normalized mean amplitude An and
the abscissa time in seconds.
Several intervals of different behavior are featured in figure 7.31. It is ostentatious,
that segments exist, in which both curves run parallel, respectively, antiparallel.
Two different very distinct intervals of the graph are observable. Whereas both
graphs run in the opposite direction especially at the beginning and in the middle
part of the time series, they become parallel towards the end. This behavior could
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indicate a severe change within the observed ICP environment, which then alters
the pressure transmission through the tissue.
These analyses constitute a first approach to evaluate the pulsatile neuromonitoring
data. One has to keep in mind, that a variation of the ABP naturally causes a
variation of the ICP. Therefore, it does not suffice to only examine the intracranial
pressure, but rather both time series, the ABP input signal and the ICP, simulta-
neously and in contrast.
Further research could focus on the investigation of different parameters of the sys-
tem, their developments and their differences between the ABP and ICP time series.
However, the interdependencies of the heartbeat and breathing mode has to be taken
into account for all analyses to follow.
Chapter 8
Conclusion and Outlook
Biomedical data consist mostly of nonlinear, nonstationary time series, therefore,
their analysis is challenging. For the evaluation of brain status data acquired during
neuromonitoring, Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) was used in this thesis,
since EMD is capable of analyzing such complex data. EMD is based on the local
properties of the data and thus adaptively decomposes time series into different zero-
mean oscillations called Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMFs). Further, the IMFs are
defined as functions with only one extremum between two subsequent zero crossings.
The analysis of long time series, recorded for example during neuromonitoring, is
challenging. Main memories of conventional computers are not able to deal with
such massive amounts of data on an acceptable time scale for practical applications.
Furthermore, for the medical care of coma patients in the intensive care unit, it is
vital to acquire and process the data in real-time as the results are needed instantly.
Hence, in a cooperation with the Department of Neurosurgery of the University Hos-
pital Regensburg the so-called Sliding Empirical Mode Decomposition (SEMD) was
developed allowing for an online application of the EMD algorithm. The time series
is split up into overlapping segments and then in every window the conventional
EMD algorithm is operated, resulting in a large amount of estimates for every sam-
ple of the decomposition. The final result is reached via averaging over the ensemble
of suggestions for every IMF and the residuum, respectively. The ensemble size E is
composed of the quotient of window size M and step size K of the sliding window,
yielding E = M/K. As practical constraint the number of IMFs and decomposition
steps within the EMD algorithm has to be kept constant, which leads to omitting the
verification if the IMF criteria are fulfilled. Deviations should, however, be small.
Additionally, an improved version of the method was presented called weighted Slid-
ing Empirical Mode Decomposition (wSEMD), which features an enhanced handling
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of the occurring boundary artifacts. A discrete Gaussian distribution is employed as
a weighting function in order to suppress the boundary effects strongly and weight
the samples near the borders with small values. Equivalently, the estimates for a
data point originating from the middle of the windows are multiplied by a large coef-
ficient. Two different techniques to implement the weighting process were compared
and evaluated, whereas the approach to weight the particular windows, instead of
the estimates, clearly presents the preferable alternative.
With these new algorithms the EMD method is applicable to data via a sliding win-
dow technique and is able to process arbitrary quantities of data, which is required
for analyzing neuromonitoring time series. Moreover, the (w)SEMD produces very
stable results, as it is based on an ensemble of many estimates. In contrast to con-
ventional EMD, the global (w)SEMD residuum may contain oscillations after the
decomposition. The local residua of the individual sliding windows still cover only
the non-oscillating trends of the time series, when joined to the global residuum they
may contain low-frequency oscillations, though. On the other hand this property of
wSEMD to supplementary work as a low-pass filter for data sets, can be beneficial
for certain applications.
In a next step SEMD and wSEMD were thoroughly tested using toy data. The ad-
herence of the defining criteria of the heuristic EMD algorithm – the completeness
and the IMF criteria – were as much seen to, as the influence of the various decom-
position parameters, for example the window size and the ensemble size. Moreover,
the performance and the computational load of (w)SEMD were surveyed. The tests
yielded that the introduced Sliding EMD methods fulfills the IMF criteria, except
for small deviations, which also occur for plain EMD. Those deviations emerge due
to the practical constraint of keeping the number of sifting steps of the algorithm
constant
Additionally, the mode extraction can be regarded numerically accurate, no infor-
mation loss could be observed applying the algorithm. The reconstruction quality
of the toy data using SEMD increases with increasing number of estimates per sam-
ple, as anticipated, whereas wSEMD already produces very good results for small
ensemble sizes. Moreover, the highest frequency of the oscillations contained in
the residuum can be controlled with the window size parameter. The performance
of both algorithms, especially of wSEMD, is very good particularly in comparison
to other EMD techniques and even conventional EMD. Finally, the investigations
yielded that the computational demand increases only linearly with the sample sizes
for large amounts of data, in contrast to other EMD techniques. In general both
algorithms perform very well, but wSEMD is to be preferred, due to its higher
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accuracy in general.
Following that, wSEMD was applied to neuromonitoring data. Correlations within
the low-frequency oscillations between the arterial blood pressure (ABP), intracra-
nial pressure (ICP) and partial oxygen pressure in brain tissue (TPO) indicate a
severe brain swelling. Therefore, such interdependencies have to be located as early
as possible. Such correlation analyses have already been conducted with a method
based on Fourier transform in the frequency domain (MTM) in [10], however an
observation time of more than 2.8 h is needed to gain information about the time
series.
In this thesis the interdependencies between the brain status data were located in the
time domain utilizing the Pearson correlation. Thus, wSEMD’s property to serve as
a low-pass filter was exploited, applying it to neuromonitoring data with a sampling
rate of 0.2 Hz. After an appropriate window size was found, the wSEMD method
extracted the desired slowly varying oscillations, constituting the homeostasis, into
the residuum, which were then analyzed further. At the beginning a significance
test was done in order to learn, starting with which correlation coefficient, interde-
pendencies can be regarded significant.
Then, a comparison of the correlation and MTM approaches, both applied in a
sliding window technique, was done, applying the same temporal resolution, respec-
tively, window size of ca. 2.8 h of data in both cases. Since the correlation detected
more or less the same interdependent segments within the data, plus a few addi-
tional ones MTM did not find, a closer look on the latter was taken. It turned out
that, although the correlation detects a few more interdependencies than the MTM,
this can only be attributed to the conservative estimation of MTM.
Afterwards the temporal resolution of the correlation analyses was increased to a
demand of only 1 h of monitoring time, to start the evaluations, which yielded a seg-
ment size of 720 samples for the correlation method. This presents an improvement
of almost 300 %, in contrast to MTM. Another advantage of the correlation is that
the calculation of the Hilbert phase difference is not necessary, since the Pearson
correlation automatically distinguishes between a positive and negative correlation.
Finally, wSEMD’s property as an online technique of being able to deal with large
amounts of data was used to decompose brain status data with a sampling rate of
1 kHz, namely the ABP and the ICP. The neuromonitoring data were preprocessed
with Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA) in each window, in order to remove the
noise. Again, the completeness of the decomposition and the compliance of the
IMF criteria was successfully tested, except for small aberrations. Additionally, the
influence of the ensemble size was examined, approving E = 50 as a reasonable
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trade-off between precision and computational load for practical applications.
Following the windowed SSA preprocessing and the wSEMD decomposition of the
ABP and ICP, their pulsatile components, the heartbeat and breathing mode,
were extracted. Automatically the IMFs representing the heartbeat mode were
determined and summed up. The same procedure was applied for the breathing
mode. Both oscillations could be separated very well concerning their frequency
and the whole process functions automatically and online. The correlation between
isochronic segments of the heartbeat mode of ABP and ICP and the breathing mode
of ABP and ICP were computed over time, which exhibited a large correlation, as
expected. In comparison, the correlational analyses between the heartbeat and
breathing mode of ABP and ICP, respectively, yielded very low coefficients. How-
ever, they were not entirely zero, which was suspected to be caused by an amplitude
modulation producing those remaining interdependencies.
Therefore, the neuromonitoring time series were investigated upon, concerning the
developing of the heartbeat amplitude over time. The heartbeat mode, extracted
with wSEMD, was considered for the analyses. First, this was conducted on a very
short time scale, namely the amplitudes of the individual periods of the heartbeat
were analyzed. Thereby, the large variability of the heartbeat became apparent.
Furthermore, it was observed, that, even though the frequencies of the heartbeat
and breathing mode are clearly separable, an amplitude modulation remains on
the heartbeat time series, oscillating with the frequency of the breathing mode.
Therefore, it is apparent that the heartbeat and breathing mode are not entirely
independent.
To avoid the influence of the breathing on the heartbeat amplitude, the mean am-
plitude of the heartbeat averaged over 300 s, respectively, with respect to time was
examined. It was discovered that comparing the developing of the mean amplitudes
of the ABP and the ICP, different phases within the behavior of the two time series
could be determined. Partly both run antiparallel and in other intervals, they de-
velop parallely, which indicates a change within the underlying system, namely the
cerebral environment of the arterial vessels.
The high variability of the ABP naturally causes variations in the ICP. Therefore,
both time series always have to be evaluated in comparison. Further research could
focus on the examination of different parameters obtained with the neuromonitoring
data and screen especially for differences between the behavior of the ABP and ICP,
which could indicate a changed ICP environment. However, one has to keep in mind,
that the heartbeat and breathing mode are not entirely independent.
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All in all the weighted Sliding Empirical Mode Decomposition method constitutes a
valuable extension and improvement of the EMD algorithm and proved to be very
useful for the application to neuromonitoring data.
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